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THERMODYNAMICS   OF   RAMJET 
FLOW   PROCESSES 

I.      INTRODUCTION 

In  principle,   th«»  ramjet   is  an air-breat.iiiiK jet  propulsion 
heat  engine  which depends  for  its continued operation on ram compres- 
sion of  the entering air,   since   it contains  no moving parts to effect 
this  process.     Figure   1  shows  a schematic  diagram ft a conventional 
ramjet.     However,   the constructional simplicity of  the  fixed geometry 

BOW  SHOCK 

OBLIQUE 
SHOCK 

IGNITER AND 
FLAME HOLDER 

STATION 0 

<**ZZZZZZZZZZZZZL 

-zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz^ 

DIFFUSER rr d        2/   b  c 
COMBUSTION EXIT 

CHAMBER NOZZLE 

Fig. 1      Schematic Diagram of Typical Ramjet Engine,  Showing Station Locations 

ramjet somewhat belies the control complexity necessary to ensure suc- 

cessful operation over a wide range of flight speeds and altitudes, an 

will be emphasized by the various chapters of this volume. The ramjet 

is primarily a supersonic propulsion device, since at subsonic speeds 
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its efficiency of operation is very low.  In addition, because of its 

inherent dependence on ram compression, the ramjet cannot produce 

us'iblc thrust to (cable it to start mo.ing under its own power, and 

it suffers therefore from the disadvantage of needing to be boosted 

to flight speed by other means, such as by a rocket or turbojet.  Thus 

it cannot 1 >rm the sole power plant of an aircraft.  At present ram- 

jets operate at Mach numbers up to about 3, but J.t is confidently ex- 

pecteu that future developments of hypersonic units may raise this 

figure to as high as 7 or above.  Such a hypersonic ramjet is as yet 

in the design stage, but the Indications are that it will look very 

different from designs now current.  The principles of propulsion, 

however, will remain much the same. 

The performance of a ramjet engine is analyzed by first making 

a force balance at the exit and inlet in order to find the net thrust. 

This is generally accomplished by determining the flow by the use of 

one-dimensional gas dynamic theory at both stations and then integrat- 

ing the forces acting on corresponding areas.  The net thrust is gen- 

erally converted into a dimeusionlfcsc- coefficient (the thrust coeffi- 

cient) by dividing it by the product of an engine reference area and the 

freestream dynamic pressure,  l'erformance is also a function of com- 

pression, expansion, and temperature ratios. The use of a fixed exit 

design for an engine eliminates the variable of expansion ratio and 

makes possible a convenient plot p* performance as a function of com- 

pression ratio as derived from the flight Mach number and the engine 

temperature function referred to later (this last quantity is not a 

dimensionless ratio).  Analytical estimation of the performance of a 

ramjet engine and the determination of its optimum design cannot 

readily be accomplished.  The flo-.v of air through an engine is set u> 

the parameters af heut addition to the combustion chamber and the exit 

nozzle throat area, and the equations relating ex* + and inlet condi- 

tions are usually of a complex implicit nature.  Accordingly, calcu- 

lations initially set out to relate conditions at the combustion 

chamber inlet to those at the exit nozzle throat, and diffuser * .,- 

formanee characteristics are then used to determine the diffuser in- 

let conditions on the requirement that the flow at the diffuser exit 

snatch that at the combustion chamber inlet. 



Introduet ion 

A r-ertain ancunt of Introductory thcrmodynamic theory is pre- 

sented 11 Zcr\inns  2 rud 3 of this TG since the application of 

this material is discussed in Section 3 onwirds.  Fuel and flow 

controls arc discussed in more detail in TG 370-5 and -6 as fuel sys- 

tem design considerations are an outgrowth of propulsion requirements; 

such devices when properly designed are not subject to 'feedback' from 

tiie engine proper.  Other aspects of component performance will be 

discussed in more detail in TG 370-4 on Diffusers, in TG 370-7 through 

-12 on Combustion Systems and in TG 370-13 on Exit Nozzles.  In gen- 

eral , this TG will attempt to relate theory to practice, and engine 

performance to that of its components.  (Unfortunately, however, much 

otherwise suitable material has had to be withheld as it has not yet 

beer published in the open literature.)  Consistent energy units are 

used t'uioughuut, su tha.. u-_- -j*.   tue conversion factor J (the mechani- 

cal equivalent of beat) is not needed.  The symbols used are in accord 

*ith the A.S.A. List of Preferred Symbols as far as possible. 
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A in'. 1 am; irmr um uui Jfvp lopment of useful gas flow rela- 

i; M^hii's is lure p 'sent'.d. both for familiarization ot tne novicr, 

.■■Hi '- ,i ADii im i'Oi •,"i<-p.  Such flow is first considered from the 

.i it - ' i !i. !i> lo'i.i 1 .i-jHi L . i.e., with constant properties across a plane 

:■;}. iiii'.: 11 l,ii- in the direction of /. lo».  (More »i.rictly, onr-dimer.- 

i'ti.il : U-'.v way bt> •. iiounht of as t.iat in which the component uf velo- 

ii  .u iiniu .ui«lo« to the direction of the average velocity at any 

.  -1  sec lion may be assumed to be negligible.)  Mnr" rigorous treat- 

it ui one-dimensional flow dues not appear justified as real flows 

i. :■,> VIM' trulv oue-dinensiona 1 , but are treated as such onlv to make 

• ;i;ul,..;b tractable.  Relevant flow phenomena that do not fall into 

t i "iit'-,liiiifiisiun.'il category ar^ then considered in due course. 

In general the treatment is concerned with ideal nonvlscous 

ilows, since these constitute a large part of the subject matter of 

tlaitl mechanics, and does not refer to the nonuniformities introduced 

by. tor example, the growth of the more slowly moving boundary layers 

! ich form adjacent to a solid surface, and in which the fluid /elo- 

eity is progressively reduced to zero.  (It is usually possible to 

deal separately with such viscous effects, and then fit them into the 

main flow field.)  Certain boundary layer effects will, however, be 

referred to later in connection with the subject of flow through noz- 

zles. 

2.1  Basic Thermodynamlc Relationships 

Any Analysis of the working fluid requires consideration of the 

lollowing fundamental laws; 

1.  Conservation of Matter:   p A V = constant. 
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2. Newton's Laws of Motion: 

(a) Matter at rest remains at rest or in uniform motion un- 

less acted upon by external forces. 

(b) The rate of change of momentum of r. body is proportional 

to the applied force and takes place in the direction of 

that force.  This» definition is applicable to a fluid. 

(c) To »very action there is an equal and opposite reaction. 

(This implies that forces never occur singly, but that 

every force on a body is exerted by apnlying an ei.-al 

and opposite force to another body.) 

3. The First Law of Thermodynamics:  All energy is conserved; 

when energy in one form disappears, an equal amount of energy 

reappears in another form. 

4. The Second Law of Thermodynamics:  Heat will not of its own 

accord fin» from a cold to a hot body.  H?at will therefore 

flow only where there is a favorable temperature differen- 

tial.  This law governs the behavior of all heat engines 

since these depend for their operation on the flow ot heat 

into and out of a working fluid. 

5. (a) The perfect gas law 

P    f>  R T, and 
(b) The adiabatic (and isentropic) law 

Y 
P/p  = constant . 

Both the perfect gas law and the adiabatic law are idealized 

representations of the observed behavior of gases.  The departure from 

the perfect gas law is often taken care of by expressing 

p   =7 
f 

where Z  is a compressibility factor which may differ from unity.  R 

is used here in preference to the universal gas constant %     (to which 
it is related by the elation 

H  .  _^_) 
weight 
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since present applications deal essentially with the same fluid.  For 

the ease of nonisentropic flow of gases, the adiabatic law is con- 

sidered to be a pftrticuMr case of the polytropic law 

P/pn  - constant, 

where  n  may have various values.  When n<y , »-eat flow takes place 

into the fluid during an expansion process, and when n> y , heat flow 

takes place away irom it.  If n » 1, the equation represents an iso- 

thermal llow case. 

The main problem to be considered in ramjet flow analysis Is 

that oZ   tracing the one-dimensional gas stream in terms of iv» state 

parameters through various flow transformations.  If gas initially at 

a state A  is transformed into a new state B, its final state will 

be a function both of its initial state and of the process through 

which it will have passed.  Some processes are easy to follow because 

one can relate the initial and final stream states by equating the 

difference of state to the prescriHed change; If there is no change of 

state this difference is zero.  Analysis therefore depends upon the 

determination of the stream states for such processes at various 

points. 

The obvious intrinsic properties of a gas are mass, volume, and 

pressure or temperature (since these latter may be related to each 

other by the perfect gas law).  If the gas is in motion, it possesses 

kinetic energy; it also possesses potential energy by virtue of Its 

pressure and volume, but its gravitational energy of position Is nor- 

mally negligible.  Four independent variables ate thus required to 

desc-ibe completely the state of the working fluid—the physical con- 

1 stants of the gas apart.  The two familiar thermodynamic variables, 

pressure and temperature, may be replaced by point stream properties 

which are uniquely related to them.  One may thus establish new ther- 

modynamic state properties by manipulation of the equations stating 

the basic laws.  For example, the First Law of Thermodynamics states 
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that in general a quantity Q of heat added to unit mass of a gas in- 

creases the internal thermal energy u and performs mechanical work 

w.  Thl» is expressed in differential lorm as 

dQ  -=  du + dW. 

Mechanical work may be expressed tn terns of force and distance as 

dW - (Force) ci, 

But   Fo  p  - PA. 

dW - P A d.     :• K\V 

whence dQ - du * P dv ■ 1) 

For ideal gases the internal energy u  is a function o. temperature 

only, yielding the relationship 

dQ - cy dT + P dv. (2) 

As it stands, this differential equation is not directly integrable, 

since it has aot yet been established what portion of the added heat 

increases the internal energy of the body and what portion is con- 

verted to mechanical work.  It may be shown from the Second Law, how- 

ever, that the right hand side of the equation may be made an 'exact' 

differential by dividing by the temperature, i.e., 

dQ                dT      P j 
-f " cv-r+ Tdv- 

Qo                  T.                     v_ 

in - Jsvj ?- 
«i     TI      vi 

82 
-    j      ds 

Bl 

(3) 

This equation defines a quantity s, called entropy, which is thus 

shown to be a function of the thermodynamic state of the system, and 
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wiiich In f.iet determines *!.ether or not the flew ««> uv  ieKi4rded as 

reversible C4« - 0).  A reversible adlabatic process la therefore 

lser.trupic.  Conversely, an lrrevorsible adlabatic process Is non- 

tsentropic. 

If the h<at addition be specified to occur at constant pressure, 

fcq. u) is directly Integrable since P will not then be a function of 

v : 

u„      v„ _H, 
■2     r2 t l"2 

jdg   -  I  du +   P dv - [Hi 

P constant  1        x 1 

Pv. (4) 

The quantity H so defined is known as enthalpy, which thus repre- 

sents the heat absorbed by a body at constant pressure.  By defini- 

tion, c  ■f »ijr)p ■  Since H and s are two Independent functions 

involving T, P, and v, they also serve to define the thermodynaalc 

state of a »system.  The above relation» are essentially thersios :atic 

ones, since they presuppose that the system has attained thermodynaalc 

equilibrium.  At very high flow velocities, this is not necessarily 

the case. 

Many thermodynamlc calculations can be considerably simplified 

if it is assumed that the heat capacities c and c remain constant as 

the temperature varies, which would be so if all the internal energy 

of the gas existed in the form of translatlonal energy of the mole- 

cules.  In combustion processes, however, temperatures are high enough 

for the Internal energy to exist In the rotational and vlbratlonal 

forms  The variation of y (■ c./cy) with temperature is Chorefere of 
some importance, and kinetic theory shows that y    should be given by 

'-•♦!■ 
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where  x  is the number of decrees of freedom m the gas molecule - 3 

fir monatomu' £;ises, 5 for diatomic gases, and 6 Tor polyatomic gases. 

The corresponding theoretical values of y    are thus 1.67. 1.40 and 

1.33.  For the case of air, the value of l.'O is. very nearly correct 

at low temperatures and pressures, the value for 0_ being slightly 

lower and that for N2 slightly greater.  (Tue value for combustion 

products differs somewhat.)  The effect of pressure on the value of 

y,   particularly within the relatively low pressure range at which the 

ramjet engine operates, i.e., less than about 200 rcla  is SILS*'.   Fig- 

ure 2 shows the variation of y    with temperature and pressure (Ref. 

1) The value of 1.40 is a convenient one. in that its use results in 

140 

i 5S 
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I IS 

1   { 
L_         1              1              I 

\ 
e<tSSu»C • i X) »T»   1                                   i 

-»-pntssutt •to o »T* 

1    ^ 
P#JSSUR; > 10 AT» -* 

1 
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TEMPERATURE <*R) 

Fiq. 2       Variation of ,      (cp c,) with Temperature and Pressure 

the exponents common in various Mach number functions referred to be- 

low having whole number values, for example, 

- 7, - 5, and y + i 
2Ty 17 

Y  - 1.40 has therefore also been incorporated as a basic parameter into 

the International Standard Atmosphere.  Although for the sake of simpli- 

fying analyses many relatively simple empirical equations have been 

proposed to express c  and c as functions of temperature, these equa- 

tions can at best yield only average values over certain ranges of tem- 

perature.  It is therefore preferable to use actual data, particularly 

as the burden of handii..;; this material can be alleviated to a large 

References may be found on page 173. 
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extent by the use of computers with large storage capacities.  (In 

practice, a computer would store all the equilibrium constants, vtbra- 

tional properties, and moments of inertia, and th»n utilize a program 

to calculate the thermodynamic constants as needed.) 

2.2 The Speed of Sound 

This is a parameter of major significance In defining; the nature 

of high speed fluid flow.  A derivation Is accordingly presented here, 

the starting points being Newton's Second Law and the Law of Conserva- 

tion cf Matter.  Consider first a mn«'inc coordinate system which has the 

same velocity as a weak shock or sound wave (a small pressure discontin- 

uity moving at the speed of sound) so that the wave becomes stationary 

with respect to the moving coordinates.  If the wave is taken as being 

propagated from right to left with respect to the gas at rest, then in 

tr.e Mu.ir.g -nordinate system there is a flow of gas fro« left to rii-i 

through the wave.  Since this wave is considered one-dimensional, i.e., 

planar, It extends theoretically to Infinity in a direction normal to 

that of propagation.  Under these conditions there is thus no change 

along the wave normal to the flow direction; furthermore, a stream 

tube entering from the left must retain the same cross section .vc«t 

the mass r*te of flow through it remains constant, even though velocity, 

density, temperature, and pressure may change as the tube passes through 

the wave front, as In Fig. 3. 

FLO* DIRECTION 

STREAM TUBE 

Fig. 3      Definition? (or Gas Flow through Wtak Shock WUVB 

11 



ßv Newton's Third Lav, . the wi'cos acting from the left on the 

sound wave "lust balance those acting from the right.  The reactions on 

the ;#o sides are therefore respectively the sums of the pressure 

forces and the rates of change oi momentum: 

Ai pi + ar (mi V   = A2 p2 + ar <™2 V 

for steady flow. 

V and V„ ?re constant with time at fixed locations and their deriva- 

tives are thus zero. 

dm. am- 
. ' .  A  P  »V  —- =  A P  + V  - . 

11    1  dt      2  2    2  dt * 

The mass rates of flow, dm/dt, are given by the Equation of Continuity, 

or of Conservation of Matter: 

dm, dm„ 

~st   =  Ai pi vi    and    -ar  =  A2 P2 
v2 • 

■'•   Al Pl + V1(A1 "l V  " A2 P2 + V2(A2 "2 V 

o 
or A(P r p V )  » constant. 

This latter will be referred to as the momentum equation.  The quantity 
2 

AiP + p V ) is constant along any stream tube, in the absence of wall 

forces, and can be differentiated to determine how P, p, and V vary 

as the flow passes through the sound wave.  For a constant area stream 

tube, 

A(dP + 2 V p dV + V2 dp)  -  0, (5) 

but 

A p V  = constant, 

12 
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Differentiating the last expression, 

A(p dV + V dp)  = 0  . (6) 

Inserting Eq. (6; Into Eq  (5), 

A(dP - 2 V2 dp + V2 dp)  - 0 , 

2 
and solving for V , 

If the flow velocity is high enough for there to be negligible heat 

conduction from the wave f»ont. the flow will be adiabatic, for which 

p 
— - constant, 

dP  - y I  dp , 

so that 

V tfT- p 

which for ideal gases gives 

v - yy R T 

- a, the speed of sound.        (8) 

V is here the 'instantaneous' value corresponding to the temperature T. 

Also, 

,2    dP a  -tr- ap 

13 
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This equation defines the speed at which .>   '"Kail amplitude disturbance 

will propagate itself through the medium.  This sonic velocity will be 

tound to be a convenient quantity for simplifying analyses since the 

Mach number M is defined in terms thereof.  It may again be emphasised 

that the equation a = Vy  R T is only valid for a condition of thermo- 

dynaraic equilibrium, which may not always be a realisLic s3«ur.ntion 

when combustion gases are being considered.  If a chemical lag occurs, 

a ad given above must be regarded as a lower limiting value. A higher 

limiting value, a„     , may be determined on -he assumption that flo frozen r 

is 'frozen' . i.e., its chemical composition is unable to react, to 

changing state parameters.  This distinction may be important if the 

flow velocity is changing rapidly, as in a nozzle. 

Sound waves arc very weak types of shock waves, the theory of 

which is dealt with in greater detaij below. The speed of sound is 

thus the rate at which only the smallest pressure disturbances travel. 

True shock waves, in which the pressure ratio across the discontinuitj 

may be nuch greater than unity, may on the other hand travel at speeds 

of several times that of sound. In this category fall explosion waves 

and certain types of detonation waves in combustion chambers. 

In view of the definition of M in terms of a, it is of inter- 

est to consider how the value of a  is affected by a variation in tem- 

perature, as both  -/ anc R are temperature-dependent.  In the case 

of K, where R = v,c  - c ), this difference is almost constant with T 

up to temperatures of several thousand degrees Fahrenheit, y    is there- 

fore the parameter most affected by the variation of T, and in the 

atmosphere, since the temperature varies in a complicated way with 

altitude, so also does the speed of sound, the latter ranging in value 

from somewhat less than 10C0 fps in the stratosphere to over 1400 fps 

at 400,000 feet. 

2.3 The Mach Number 

The nature of the wave system represent i nfj small dist'irbances 

traveling with the speed of sound is dependent on the absolute (free- 

14 
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stream) velocity oi the source of the disturbances in relation to the 

speed at which the disturbances travel, or, more succinctly, on its 

Mach nutiber  M. a parameter which has already beei. referred to.  In 

F i i_r. 1(a), let successive positions of the source of a disturbance 

(a) 

V > o 

(b) 

Fig. 4      Mach Patterns Set Up by Small Pressure Disturbances Moving 
at Subsonic and Supersonic Velocities 

'traveling at velocity V < a) be A, B, and C.  When the point C has 

been reached after a time 2 t, the front of thd wave emitted when the 

source was at A will have traveled a distance 2 a t; that emitted 

from position B will only have traveled a distance a t, i.e., the 

source can never overtake the wave representing the 'advance warning'. 

In Fig. 4(b), however, when V > a, it is seen that there exists a coni- 

cal envelop» to the wave fronts (which in three-dimensional flow are 

spherical).  Supersonic flow is thus characterized by the existence of 

a 'zone of silence' external to the envelope, in which disturbances 

representing pressure signals cannot be received.  If, for example, 

the source of disturbances is stationary and the fluid is moving in 

the opposite direction, i.e., from right to left, supersonic flow will 

continue in the zone of silence undisturbed by the source whose pres- 

ence is only felt downstream of the 'Mach cone'. The envelope shown 
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is   known   as   a   Mai'li   wave   (in  either   two-  or   three-dimensional   flow), 

and   it    i«   c ii-.ir   iit-.xt 

Sin M    -    2_t    .=    I  . 
V   t M 

(i is here the Mach angle   If the source of a disturbance moves at 

the speed of «ound, ^ - ■ / 2, 

The wave configuration shown in Fig. 4(b) will remain similar 

even when the pressure disturbance is lai^e, except that the velocity 

of propagation will now be greater than a, and the half-cone angle 

will thus be larger than sin  1/M.  Such a wave is known as an oblique 

shock wave.  Since it is traveling faster, a stronger shock wave will 

thus overtake a weaker one, and by a similar process, a series of weak 

waves will coalesce to form a stronger one, as will be the case if the 

boundary has a continuous concave curvature. 

It is conveniaut to express many of the common thermodynamic 

flow relations in the form of functions of the Mach number, and various 

relations involving M are therefore derived in a subsequent section, 

and plotted in the Appendix. 

When M <  1, the flow is said to be subsonic, 

when M * 1, it is transonic, and 

when M > 1, it is said to be supersonic, 

hypersonic flow referring to the case when M > 5 approximately.  This 

latter definition is merely one of convenience, since the ranges in 

which supersonic and hypersonic flow relations are valid »ill of neces- 

sity overlap {Ref. 2).  The Mach number may also be regarded as an in- 

dication of the ratio of the ordered kinetic energy of flow of a fluid 

to the random kinetic energy of molecular motion. 

IG 
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2.4  1st'i!tropic Compressible Flow 

The simplest type of flow to consider is steady flow without 

transfer of heat or work across the boundaries of a duct.  The eOi.Ji- 

tions at any two Stations (1) and (2) may be related by noting the 

equality of the energy states; the energy conserved is partly thermal 

(internal) energy, partly pressure (potential) energy, and partly 

kinetic energy.  Writing expressions for these terms, one has for 

unit mass, neglecting gravitational effects, 

V P   V 
c  T + x- - c  T+-+S— - constant. (9) p    2      v    p   2 

For stagnation conditions (reduction of kinetic energy to zero", 

c T, «■ -' 
v  t   p. 

P   V 
c  T + - + R~  . 
v    p  2 

(10) 

From the isentropic low. using the perfect gas relationship, 

T 

y-i 

T " V~F) 

Let   this  ratio  be    K. 

Then 

it 
P 

i 
Ky-1 

and 

2  R  y T. 
-1 

K«T (ID 



Si.i.v  V      M  V>   R  r   i'""  *h'"   flow o!   a compressible  medium, 

2  R  >'   T 

M 
V 

r R T TT-^" l) y R T >-i 

K  -   1] . 
)'   -   1 

>-   -   1   „2 
i    ■*   -—re— M (12) 

From F.q. ■, ] 1) . the mass flow per unit area is given by 

m ,; 1/      2y    _ 
I       pv   -   K7^Tpt pt TKO P_ 

Hi 
y 

(13) 

Th" mass flow cannot, howevc, be made to increase indefinitely with 

increasing P., for the flow velocity cannot be accelerated beyond the 

so.iic value- by a simple contracting section. 

For a maximum, therefore, 

fc) 

y+1 
y 

o, 

(*) 

2 
y~TT 

>_ 
y-i 

(14) 

1 or air (y - 1.40) this ratio has the value of 0.528, and for combus- 

tion bases it is about 0.548.  The critical velocity corresponding to 

this pressure ratio may be found by substitution of F.q. (14) in Eq. 

(11): 

V y-n R Tt f y R T « a. (1511 
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! 

I 
\ 

I 

Ihus :i  maximum ditschnrne occurs when P reaches a value (1/0.528)P for 

air, the Mach number bfing then equal to unity.  This is known as the 

'choking' condition, i.e., an increase of upstream pressure will not 

farther increase the velocity bevcnd the local speed of sound [ al- 

though the mass flow can still increase, because of the presence of 

the density term in Eq. (13)] .  The location where th;.s occurs is 

known as a 'throat,' from which small pressure disturbances cannot 

travel upstream, as previously demonstrated for the case of the zone 

of si lence. 

Summarizing, I *ic pressure, density, and temperature ratios may 

!>  "f l t ten as 

p    „' r^T 
p~      K (16) 

1 

£■- = K ^ ,  and (17) 

J-  - K-1 . (18) 

It is interesting to note that the total or stagnation temperature T. 

is independent of the method by which the gas is brought to rest, pro- 

vided no external work is done and no heat is transferred across the 

boundary.  The relationship in Eq. (io) is therefore Uue whether or 

not the flow is isentropic. 

These relations are nf great value in determining the nature 

of the flow in a variable area duct.  From Bernoulli} 's equation in 

differential form, 

V dV + — =  0 , 
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Suhst '. t ;;1 IILI from  .1* dP up , 

v* 'It 
P 

P 

- V uv  , 

M2 ^   since  M2 V2 

a 

Whtii, rhcioforc, M < 1. the velocity will Increase faster than the 

density can decrease, so that the area must decrease for the flow to 

continue to fill the passage.  When M > 1, the density will decrease 

faster than the velocity will increase, so that the area must increase. 

Nozzles to produce supersonic flow are constructed so as to make use 

of this principle, and are thus convergent-divergent.  To find the 

area relationship in terms of M  for isentropic flow, one has 

0 A V = p  A  v 

where the asterisk refers to the throat condition (at which II - 1), so 

tha+ 

*  *     *  * 
i_ = P V  „ £_ a_ 

A*     p V     p aM 

Now £_ = £_ II = 
P Pt P 

* "t      Hcl^ 
7 

where 

Furthermore 

- 1^ 
_   1 + y 

2 

*2 

a                 Y   P     p 
2      "               "T 

a              Y  P p 

,    K 

Also since  M„ 
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Hence 1 / K 
M\K 

(1&) 

The corresponding (isentropic) pressure may be derived fro« Eqs. (!6) 
and (19): 

r 

AT) 

y -  l 
& 

fr) 

■J=r 

-ft)'. 

(20) 

The relationship between area, pressure and Mach number may likewise 

be obtained from Rernoullli« equation and the continuity relation In 
differential form: 

V dV + dP „  „ .  dp  dV  dA 0  and  _£. + _? + -j 

Now dA 
~K P   V 

dp / 1    l\ 

dp_ dp since dV - 

since  dp dP 

dP 
pV 

dP 
T Cäfl- (21) 

since V2  = pM2y RT - P y M2 

Since matter is conserved In a flow process, 

pl Vl Al  " p2 V2 A2 ' and 
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= M  .1, A, 
K 1 -   I   1   1 R T? 

K2 a2 A2 

S1IH'O V V R T. 

Ai pi Mi Vff4 JTTy A2 P9  M2 vfe (22) 

Equation (22) is in an inconvenient form since the temperatures 

arc  static' vaiues. ass would be determined by an 'observer' moving 

\ith the stream.  Tn attempting to measure temperature, a sensing de- 

vice would normally bring the flow to rest and would thus sense the 

'total,' or stagnation, value.  Combining Eqs. (18) and (22), there- 

fore, to ;;et over this difficulty, 

i pi Mi [y Ki] A2  P2  M2  [ 

Y\ Y*l L-—J 
(23) 

Suffixes for T. are unnecessary here since T. remains constant in 

adiabatic flow. 

Thus far, flow quantities have been considered on a maus basis. 

For flow on a weight basis, 

Al Pl g Ml \y  Kll *  - gm- —    
l^Tl    L  R J 

A2 P2 g M2 

VTt yrt R J 
(24) 

The quantity 

»[T] 

2? 
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is   defiaec!   m   t  le  syreV-ol   *   and   i3  read   '*  circle.    '     Weight   flow  may 

t r.us  bo expressed  by 

(25) 

Replacing the static pressure  P  in Eq. (25) by the total pressure 

P . one has 

V^ L      J 

(26) 

Equation (26) may be used to relate constant weight flow between any 

two points (1) and (2) for two 

which may be dissimilar.  Thus 

two points (1) and (2) for two values P  and P  of total pr'»sure •■- 
ll     l2 

w      w 
1      2 

Al Pt, 

\% 
(P/P«. )2 

A2 P. 

-II vrt 
[(p/pt)*]( (27) 

For constancy of entropy and enthalpy, the total pressure as well as 

the total temperature will bs the same at S+ition 2 as at Station 1. 

Thu« . 

(P/Pt)w 
J 1 

[(P/Pt)w] 2 (2«) 

The function j(P/Pt)w may also be expressed in terms of the Mach num- 

ber : 

'The symbol w here replaces the symbol m, erroneously listed as a mass 
flow function in Ref. 22. 
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Ml LK2j 

v+1 

(29) 

It A  be replaced by A*  as a* th*> throa, of a su,>ersonic nozzle. 

r+i 

K i (30) 

It follows that 

A      [(P Pt)S]M 

7     ~c^~pt~)«]T 

and it is also obvious that 

(A/XT 
1 

(A/A*), 
(31) 

Several of the above relations are plotted (for two representative 

values of y)  in terms of M in the Appendix.  These area relations 

may be used to find the areas corresponding to different values of M. 

both sub- and supersonic.  When flow is assumed to be isentropic, no 

change of total pressure through wie system is considered.  [Static 

pressures may be computed at any point by using Eq. (16).]  Since 

TJ  = p  , 
X2 V 

TPTPT^ 
= (P/Pt)j • 

(32) 

so that (P/P.) at both M. and M„ may be found from tables or curves 
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an.l suits i i luti1;! into Kq. (J2).  For example, if a flow accelci ittfS 

iron M  0.1 to M   1 I)  the i-,i!ue ui (P P ) changes from 0.993 to 

H.528   Hour. 

! U.52H 
[57593 j 

i 
PI 

M-0. 

(P P ) is a continuously decreasing and single-valued function oi »iach 

number . 

When the flow is adiabatie but nonisentropic, Eqs. (16) and 

(31) r.o longer apply, but Eq. (27) may be used.  The amount of energy 

(legradation (entropy increase) can be specified by means of the total 

pressure ratio (P  P  ).  Using Eq. (27), an exit Mach number and 
i. 1 

area may be related to an initial Hach number and area as follows: 

[(P,Pt>§]; 4[(P/V*L A2 l<p/v*L • ■ \ /K     • (33) 
x
2    *1 

This relationship may be solved for either the unknown area or Mach 

number function as required, and it is useful for the calculation of 

ramjet inlet capture area ratios for imperfect diffusers—where the 

total pressure recovery ratio, exit Mach number, and freestream Mach 

number are known.  In this case, the equation is set up for Stations 

0 and 2 (see Fig. 1), and is expressed in terms of area ratios: 

A„ 

Solving for (AQ/A1), 

2 

A0     _  (\\fa\   t(p/Pt>g]2 
[(P/Pt)*l0 *I (34) 
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All the terms on the right hind side are known.  Alternatively, if 

all the terms except (P /P. ) are measurable quantities, this rel£ 
l2 l0 

t ion may be used to de-.e' trie the total pressure recovery. 

2.5 The Normal Shock 

One-dimensional gas dynamics is ad°c,uate to descrtfe . case of 

nonisentrople flow represented by a discontinuous rise of , essure, 

density, temperature, and entropy known as the normal shock wave.  This 

rise of pressure is of particular importance in the design of a ramjet 

diffuser which is designed to produce compression of the entering air 

without the use of moving parts. 

Now from Euler's equation 

dP 
V dV + —  =  0, 

and the isentropic equation 

P  - py    k , 

which can be differentiated to 

y-1 dP = K y p        dp , 

there results 

Vf^J»  - f*?f*r 

the stagnation value.  Thic is the energy equation in compressible flow 

and may be applied to either side of a shock wave. 

2ö 
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r> a 2 *> 

f-~T p~        r~-~ H Ti    "   > - i 2<r - 1) a 

Consider now ti." flow in a duct through a normal shock front, using 

subscripts 1  and 2  for the immediate upstream ami downstream ioca- 

1 ions (Fin• 3). 

'■'//////// ill LLLLL 

'■ ' * Fig. 5      Definition of Normal 

.   n , T"' Shock Wave Relations 

U7777T/77777777T, 

Then for the two sides of the shock--which may be considered infinitely 

thin—using the continuity and momentum relations, 

2 

^ 

P   V V \   V^ 

r^T P7 + + -   r^T ^ (pi + pi v? " "i vi vj  + 4 

i y * * a*2   C5) 

From the first two parts of Eq. (35), 

y  Pl( Vl " V2 )  *! " V2  _   y  v  ,v     . 
V^T p^l  ?—J +  2     y-TT V2 (V1 " V 



if -Di me no i ona 1 G.ic. 

Since V. s*. V,,, division by (V. - \' ) give,' 

P       V   4- v„ 

y - l ^T^    2    ~ y - l v2 

2 
y  pi _ vi   / y   i\ „ v  _ y   ±  l _____ __ + __   [y—^i     2) v! v2 " 2(y - 1) Yi T2 1 - ^-J- - A 

2   1 y - l  2"i 

Combining this result with the third part, 

2 2 

-(> - I)  Vi V2 " 2?y - h a+   °r  Vl V2 " a*  •  <36> 

This relation, according to Prandtl, shows that for a normal shock V„ 

is subsonic. 

Now (*\      _    i_    =    __  ,       and 
\a / T K 

M21L 

iv = M* v) = M* *r ■ and 

^2 - ■_$)' ■«. £ * M 
a  / \a / ~    2 
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Mu 11 iply ing. 

$($->-^m) 
*     2 K     M, K« 

2 * 
Snlviir;   for  M^     by  substituting   for  K.,   K„ ,   and K   , 

2 2  Kj 1  + S-J-i M^ 
M„      =      rj      -      —5 v   _   l       • C37) 

^ 2YVq   - Y   4   1 Yiq   - ^-i- 

Also 

V2 Vl V2 a*2 1  a*2 1 Kl 

V!     "        ^"    =    7*    ■    Sflf    *    if? 
(38) 

The variation cf (Vg/Vj^) and (Mg/l^) with Mj Is shown in Fig. 6.  Pres- 

sure, density, and temperature relations across a normal shock wave may 

be found as follows: 

H     . Vl  .   2 K* ,__. 
— " ar- - «i g- • (39) pl    v2     x *1 

i'rom the momentum relationship 

P2   "Pl     "    Pl  V12-P2
V22   ' 

2 P and since a      "    y — 
P 



V2        , ,;l   „2       '"'1   Vl_*2 
V P.     ' P, 

1 I 1 

u2    > a*       v M2    y/ 2    + y - 1 u2Nl 

2>    rv* - n 
>'     4      i       -      1 4r (M? - 1) 

Hence 

1   + 
y   tu2 

K A 
1) 

K* + y(Mj - i) 2yn' - (r - i) 

(40) 

1.0 

0.6 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 
_jyvi) 

<M2/M,) 

I 

M, 

Fig. 6      Normol Shock Functions (V2V,) and (M2/M,), y      1.4 
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Nute ?;i.vi .is H,-»o>  (P.,. P. > ■■». a:  . but <p-,, p, )- 
y  - l 

(which has the 

'2 
r; 

*l 'p~2 

XMj - 1) 

! K  Mt J     1 

(41) 

These relations arc shown in Figs. 7 and 8.  Figure 5 shows a ccapsri- 

son between the curve relating pressure and density ratios for isen- 

tropic flow, and that tor flow across a normal shocK wave 

30 
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Fig. 7      Normal Shock Functions (P2/P)) and (p2/p!), y - 1.4 

5*) 

At very high Mach numbers, the static temperature rise of the 

gas pa.o3inB through a «hock wave may give rise to considerable ioniza- 

tion, which may be felt ahead of the wave if the ionized particles are 
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It is also a simple matter to determine the ratio of the stagnation 

pressure downstream of a shock to the upstream static pressure.  These 

quantities represent readings conveniently available from the use of 

an impact probe or lii'ot tube inserted into a supersonic stream.  As 

snown in Fig. 10, the detached bow wave has the form of a normal shock 

i mi:»" i i a t c 1 y ahead of the probe. 

Fin    10       Pi*ot Tube ir. 'mpersonic Streom 

777117777777777777 



OIK -tilPIis i    nal   Gai- 

Pt      P1  P2 2 2  ' (r ♦ i)2 Mj 

2[2> M^ u] 

^ ^y K2 - (y - i) 

j TT\  
L 

y ± 1 (y I)2«2 

2(2y a 1 1) 

1 

•    X**2 
2 K* IfJ 

1 
FT 

üyJI^ - Y + i 

(43) 

This relation js known as the Raylelgh pltot tube formula and is plot- 

ted in Fig. A-12 in the Appendix. 

It may be noted that a velocity transition from subsonic to 

supersonic through a normal shock wave—though permitted by the above 

consideration—is not possible, as this would involve a contradiction 

of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.  The total pressure relationship 

shows that a loss occurs during deceleration (as actually observed), 

whereas flow in the reverse direction would imply an increase in total 
pressure and thereby a reduetlnn of entropy. 

2.6 Steady Diabatic Flow 

The foregoing adiabatic analysis obviously cannot refer to the 

case in which flow takes place with a change in enthalpy, such as 

occurs through the combustion chamber of a raajet, or in a duct where 

fjiction effects are not inappreciable.  This may conveniently be 

handled by one of the methods relating to diabatic processes, i.e., 

those in which heat is added to the system either frn» within or across 

the walls, as developed by Shapiro et al. (Ref. 3) and othevs. 

From the momenfim equation, taking subscripts (1) and vz) be- 

fore and after the point of heat addition, 
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One-Dimensiunal  Gaw 

pi     Pi vi   '   p2 + r2 
;#2 

2 V2 V2 

and   from  the  perfect  gas   law,   P  - p R T,   and M     »      ■  ■    »      p°   , 

P2  " Pl     - M? y   Pl   ' Ul y   P2   ' 

1 -£ - "<-!^-4> 

?! 1  + > M2 
B~  J   ■ 
*2        i + y M^ 

Since Pt     -    P Ky Ä 

Froa the perfect gas  law, 

Tl 

15 ' 
Pl ^2         Pl ■ J—±      and  -i ■ 
P2 Pl        P2 

V2 

■%* 

/T2 

Tl (1 + y  M2) M2 

T2 (1 + y M2) M2 

(44) 

Pt. lty^/KAr1 

(46) 

3J 
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«ine aUu lias T    T K. 

2 
Ttj    Tl Kl    M^Cl - y  M2,) K1 

Tt~    T2~K2    M|(1 4 y MJ)2 K2 
(47) 

Likewise 

"1    V2    M2(1 + y ^ ,„, -—    -— = ~2 2— . (4o> 

1 

Since p  ~ pt  K       ~     (where the denslt> assumes its stagnation value 
pt if the flow is brought adiabatically to rest), 

 1_ 

Pi    Ptl fKl\ y~l M2(1 + y  Ml) -1  - -1  1      -  2 i-  , (49) 
p2    pt2 \

K2/       jqO + y VLp 

and 

M^(i + y up /KA^1 

M^(l + y  M^) \K2/ 
(50) 

Since the stagnation temperature changes with heat addition, a 

more convenient reference condition is one associated with a partic.'ln.i 

value of the mass flow. This is the condition at which 'thermal chok- 

ing' (M - 1) occurs, 

any particular flow. 

*  *     + 
ing' (M - 1) occurs. There is thus but one value of T , P and p for 

■&). 
Thus ,( i.£ ) -  (-£) 

The corresponding pressure, temperature and density equations 

are thus found by substitution of II - 1 into Eqs. (44) to (50): 
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p 

and 

A J. SO , 

..... 
>    l + > vr 

y 

I%~    I * >■ M2 IKTJ 

T     (1 + y)4* U 
T     (1 + y  irV 

OriP-Dlaenslon.il Q; 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

and 

T*  - "2(1 + y)2 K  „ 2 M2(l f y) K .... 

Tt    (i + y ir) K    (i + v MV 

from Kq. (48), 

fil - I, . M2(l + y) g T 5" » (55) p     V      1 + y IT 

and 

pt    (l + y M2) \K / 

Theae functions are plotted in Figs. A-16 and A-17 in the Appendix 

for two values of y and they are also tabulated in various texts 

listed in the Bibliography (Cambel and Jenninga, Zucrow, and Shapiro) 

and in Ref. 22. For initially subsonic conditions, addition of »««at 

to the flow causes P, p%,  p  and Pt to fall, and V, T. and T to rise. 



•     •    ■ ■. .• i . < - ■    ; •   .    , ,     i     ;   >    < a ! i .    »in l< ■    I    .    T.   ,1        1»   :irul 

.    n> .-,;•   .1. !,:•,'■     •. :..is   r.iiin;.   !',i    M.i.h   ninni» i"   t <> be   driven 

..a:   •     u.. ; I \       l->r   1!  >u    initially   i-itlU'i    S.::ISCI:H    '.ij'   supersonic.      The 

!■ HTV    •  »'•    t •,   .... ii"   a-hi ii   in at    is   withdrawn   from   l h«_-   fluid.      This 

pi ■■, ■■< i p l<    has   1" in  appl H'd   in   th«'   'ai'rol liermopressor '   develop"'1  by 

1).   1 111 u i < i  bei ig   injected   into  a  subsoni«'  gas  stream 

im t    ::.   ni'dt r   to   increase   the   stagnation  pressure.      It 

,   noticed   that   an   anomaly  occurs   in   the   '.'Urves   tor   (T. T   ) 

that   these   ratios   roach  a  mav'mum at   a  value  somewhat 

loss   than  unity.      It   is  easily  seen   from  differentiating  Eq.   (53)   that 

tins  maximum  oo   urs   at   M        1   -, )   ,    i.e..   at   M       u.845   for  y   »  7/5,   and 

at   SI       0.MM2   for   7        9/7.     For   1   V'V    **     M  <   1,   therefore,   where 

1.029        (TI   )    •   1,   lutther  addition  of   heat   to  the   fluid  brings 

about   an   increase   in  kinetic   energy  to  compensate   for   the  drop  in   the 
* * value   ot    (T  T   ).     The   behavior  of   (p     p)   is  similar. 

Linat". i tu i,Re t . 

! 1 »'* l i..; in A 

•..ill :.."- b< e 

and tp  p ) i n 

Since with flow initially subsonic, it is clear from the ther- 

mal choking effect that the addition of more heat to the fluid cannot 

then result in a further increase of velocity, the assumed mass flow 

condition at the entrance to the heat transfer region becomes incom- 

patible with that at the thermal throat, and the mass flow must then 

decrease.  This reduction in mass flow is analogous to the pressure 

clicking effect resulting from a progressive reduction in the size of 

a geometric tnroat.  The situation in initially supersonic flow may be 

illustrated by a comparison with the case of flow through a duct with 

multiple (geometric) throats, as shown in Fig. 11, which is an exten- 

sion ot the nozzle condition discussed later with reference to Fig. Its. 

The adjustment to sonic conditions at the thermal throat is accom- 

plished by the flow first becoming subsonic through a normal shock; it 

may then accelerate again if further heating occurs (as by friction) 

up to the sonic point, finally decelerating through a normal shock. 

At least in theory, shock-free deceleration of supersonic flow to Mach 

1 by heat addition is possible, but if friction effects are present, 

it is clear that the length of a duct is an important variable, since 

the effect of friction is to bring ?bout a progressive addition of 

hsat to the fluid, with consequent change of Macl. nufflb'^'r 
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NORMAL SMOCKS — 

T ^---zär- i 1 r —--^Sss 
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DISTANCE FROM  1st THROAT. ARBITRARY UNITS 
35 40 

Fig. 11 Analogy of Diabolic Flow of Air with that in o Duct Having 

Multiple (l,eomelric) Throats, Showing Unstable Nature of 
Decelerating Flow 

It may be noted that the creation of a therm.-' throat is not 

normally aimed at in the design cf ramjet combustion chambers, sine 

the function of accelerating the flow to sonic velocity is reserved 

to the propulsion nozzle. 

For no output of shaft work, the energy equation (per unit mass) 

is as follows: 

dQ  = c dT + V dV. 



1,1   1       ClllM 

I iifcrat i im 

v2 - v2 v2 - v2 

9i-~ 2 cp(T2   " V   +   -~"     "     H2   "  Hl   + — 2—1     > 

or,   in   terms  ol   snjjnai ion  enthMpy. 

«1-^2    \-\ ■ vrta-V ' 

where 

T        *    T 
l2 rl 

When the continuity and momentum equations apply, then for a constant 

arpa duct the ,,-,ubs velocity G  is given by 

G = pv   , 
and therefore 

o 
P + G ,'n   -  constant. (57) 

Likewise, for constant stagnation temperature, the energy equa- 

Lior may be written 

V2 H + -— = constant. (58) 

The effects are shown graphically on a diagram plotted to 

ordinates of temperature (or enthalpy) and entropy, such as Fig. 12. 

The lines on the diagram which represent Eqs. (57) and (58) are known 

ar hayleigh and Fanno lines respectively.  The points A and B of 

maximum entropy for the two curves correspond to the choking condition, 

which can thus be approached along either the subsonic (upper) or 

supersonic (lower) bri.iches. A process of thermal choking brought 

abuut. oy heat addition to initially subsonic flow is shown by follow- 

ing along the line DB; heat addition to supersonic flow with decelera- 

tion through a shock wave (with corresponding increase of entropy) an) 
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O^o Dimensional 

.IIIJM mil-Hi   ,ii'i( k-rai mn   in   : In   chokirg condition   is   illustrated  by  the 

urv<- CDB.     riii-  point   01   ruixiinun. enthalpy on   the  Rayleigh   line corre- 

-jHiiui.s   !i    t he  v.i lut>  M       !   ,:    . 

, Fonno In.« (Constant  Tt) 

-^M> I 

M >l / 

Rayltigh Lint 

Fig.  12       Fanno ond Rayleigh Lines 

Some practical outcomes of these considerations as related to 

supersonic combust inn nre eferred to later. 

2.7 Thrust and Drag 

Further use will now be made of the momentum equation as derived 

initially in the section on the speed of sound.  In the form giver., 

2 
P J nV  = constant, 

a constant area duct was assumed.  The momentum changes that the inter- 

nal flow through a ramjet undergoes due to both area variation and heat 



;):n'-iM m<M!^. I un.i i u.i* 

auuition .u < mad«.' us»> of in tho generation of thrust.  Consider first 

>,v. , I'lnriui 'hi'ii-i is sot up by Uuid flow in a duct of variable area 

(hi-. 13). 

Fig.   13       Duct Flow Variables 

Po 
P V A 

On any cross-sectional area A, the force acting is composed of 

the static pressure over the area plus the rate of transport of momen- 

tum , i.e., 

P A + V 
dm 
at 

or, using the mass flow relation m = p V A, 

A(P + pV') 

= AP(1 + y M ) for a perfect gas. 

A function f  is also defined by 

f = P(l + y K ) (59) 

This function is shown plotted in the Appendix. '(     is here known as 

the stream thrust (or -mpulse function).  It is clear that the stream 

thrust remains constant ir a duct of constant area (such as, for ex- 

ample, certain types of ramjet combustion chamb-r.'s) and thub corre- 

sponds to the Rayleigh line previously referred to.  In a variable 
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Qjv. -Dimensional   ( 

itt-ii   uii< t .    ti'f   r.-.uti   :,   turn'  oxoi'tcit  I)-    the   fluid or.  the  duct    PH 

;*■■■'*■!'   .•*   t':<    internal   t.ru'-i   K -inii  nctween  Stations   (1)   and   (2)   is 

Fin, *(V2   -  V   <   P2  A2  - Pl  Al 

:,2 

This force acts in an opposite direction to that of the flow.  The in- 

ternal thrust is thus equal to the difference of the stream functions. 

It may be noted that the relative valup« of V„ and V, will reflect not 

Miily the difference of cross-sectional area, but also the difference 

in enthalpy of the gas at the two stations.  Considering the ramjet 

engine as a whole, the entering fluid will be air, while that leaving 

will represent the result of nixing air and fuel.  An additional in- 

ternal thrust term due to the injection and acceleration of fuel is 

therefore given by mfV2.  The magnitude of the external thrust (or 

drag) is given by the resolution in the direction of flow of the 

forces acting on the projected area A : 

Fext  " VAp - A2> " VAp " V  - P0(A1 " V 

The sum of the internal and external thrusts is known as the gross 

thrust of the ramjet engine: 

Fg  = Ae Ve + VPe " V  "  *0 VC 

*e " 'f0 - VAe - V 

Ae Pe(1 + •'<> - P0 V1 + X" > M0} 



l! t ,t pressure .'t tin exit Irom the nozzle differs from the free- 

st:» in viiue.  The merease of momentum due to fuel addition may be 

taken auount of by introducing the factor (1 T y) , whore  y  is the 

frei -a lr rat m : 

(1 ♦ y) m0 Vc * Ae(Pp - P0) - *o V0 .        (60) 

The net thrust is less than this by the aiacur.t of '.!.:• Axterit«* ..ric- 

tion drag force D  . , if the internal friction drag ts considered to 

I»' small : 

F       F  - D net     g   ext 

Under  steady  flight  conditions, 

F       =     D     .    . g ext 

F   is observed to depend strongly on the ambient pressure and the 

freestream Mach number for a fixed engine geometry.  A more constant 

parameter is the dimensionless coefficient obtained by dividing F . 

by the product of the engine reference area (nominal cross section) 

An  and the freestream dynamic pressure q_. 

CF  " fe • <«) n^u 

This quantity varies only slowly with Mach number and ambient pressnrp 

level.  Since it is independent of engine size, it is a useful measure 

of comparison between engines of different size under different flight 

jonditions.  The expression for the thrust coefficient may be trans- 

formed by the introduction of the mass flow equation and the perfect 

gas law.  Since 

F, °ovSAo((1 + y>^-1)- 
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Cn^-'UsfiisH/n.il   ^ 

il   t»   t hi    i,i,<ture   ar'-.i   A-,   in   the   freest roam. 

/ V 
(',, 2    ((1   •   v)   rf- -   1   . 

.inri- fur any arbitrary area A , 

c  A° 

ii        n 0   y 

A different comparison of engine performance that may be men- 

tioned here is given by the quotient of the net thrust and the fuel 

weight flow: 

i    -  last . (62) 
*f 

This quantity is known as the fuel specific impulse.  High v.ilu-js for 

If signify efficient engines, and values of from 1000 to 2000 seconds 

are obtainable.  The reciprocal cf If is clearly the specific fuel 

consumption; this latter is often stated in units of reciprocal hours. 

It is also useful to express stream thrust in terms of other 

flow properties: 

f » w v% ° V M2)   • '    t    o 
w 

Substituting for w, 



This relation will st'i'vc a;- ;< measure of jet reaction if the total 

U-mp ei it I-*' and Math aunucr are known as well as the rate of flow. 

Since, however, it is dffficult to measure elevated stagnation tem- 

peratures in flowing gases, it is therefore customary to evade this 

bv measuring instead the sonlt jet reaction :t which would be that 

t'-lt at a choked nozzle. The quotient of the jet reaction 'i nuo 

the weight rate of air flow * is then defined as the air specific 

impulse S ■ 
a 

. » 

w a 

S    is a parameter widely used  to compare  the performance of a ramjet a * 
engine  umifr  different  conditions.     Substituting  for 'i     the expression 

in Eq.   (63),   for  M   -   1,   gives 

a (64) 

'aB   '■■■ 2 

Since w  - w.d  +  y) •   then  from Eq.   (64), 

, VTt\/2R   (1  + y) S        -      (1   +   y) ' -hV/g/*   ^..IJ^.     . (65) 

Combining Eqs.   (63)  and   (64), 

I»   -    w,  8,       1 t y M?    ., (66) 
M V2(l  + y) K a    a 

-    *    S3   0(M)   . (67) 
A        a. 

This Mach number function 0(M), according to Rudnick  (Ref. 5), thus 

relates the stream thrust of a jet of Mach number M to the sc».\c 
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One-Dimensional 

value,   w     S   .   •>!   the   HiniM   (at   the   >,...;.    total   tpoiptraturc) .     By  defi- 

p i t loii.   tnt-Vtlore , 

0{M)     -    -4     • (68) 

This function is also shown plotted in the Appendix. 

It may be noted that both deceleration of supei do.iiv flow 

through a normal shock and heai addition to llo*1 in a combustion 

chamber of constant area are cases that Illustrate constant stream 

thrust.  Between Stations (1) and (2), Eq. (67) gives 

»! - 'f2 ; 

for constant stagnation temperature. 

*a Sa 0(M)1 * *a Sa 0(M)2 

whence 

0(1I)1  - 0(M)2 , (69) 

In flow with heat addition, ditterent values of S must be used oorre- a 
sponding to the appropriate Inlet and exit stagnation temperatures. 

Using subscript (2) to denote conditions at the combustion chamber en- 

trance, and (b) for conditions after combustion, then for y - 0 and 

y  - 7/5, and using Eq. (65), then for T. in °R, and w In Lb/sec, 
X, a. 

0(M)„ r_ 
0(M).  - 2.3S2 -a—- 7T7 • (70) \  V t2 

The ratio of the Mach functions Is thus inversely proportional to 

(S /j/r ), a parameter which will frequently be referred to Delow. 

In practice, the above relationship needs to be moa.fled by the in- 

clusion ct a flameholder drag term to enable it to apply to a real 



•-Mm«- a 1 Gas 

combustion chamber if combustion is stabilized on such a device.  The 

Urai? force acts in -MI opposite direction to that of the flow through 

thf combustion chamber and is hence to be deducted fro» the Inlet 

.stream thrust when the exit value is being determined: 

D. 

Such a drag term is generally computed in the form of a coeffj«M«nt 

.„ , wotaineu as before by dividing D. by the product of the combus- ts , obi 
Jb 

tion chamber area A„ into the combustion chamber Inlet stream dynamic 

pressure q„: 

Db 
A2 q2 A Z- P r A2 2 v2 *2 

(71) 

This drag coefficient is not strictly constant except for flows at 

very low speeds which may be treated as incompressible. 

Then 

*a V(M)b 2.382 }/Tt    wa 0(M)2 - 
A2 CDb 

y P2 «2 
(72) 

*a may be expressed in terms of P_, 11», and T.  in order to eliminate 

it from the preceding equation: 

P A § 
2 2 - Sa  0(M).  - 2.382 w„ A_ P. 0(U)9 
y/TT ab    b 2  2  2     2 

X2 

A2 CDb 
y  P2 M2 

whence 

S^2] 
Sh 

y "2 ■ 
0(14).  - 2.382 0(M)„ £-.   . 

2 w„ 
(73) 
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Alternatively, using Eq. (72) 

lv f\ 
(CP 

0(11), 

2) y-§ 

o 

(74) 

This equation for combustor flow cannot be further simplified 

unless CD takes on such values as 0, 1, or 2.  If Cp  - 0, Eq. (70) 
b b 

results.  If Cn - 1, the numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (74) 
b       2 

reduras to (1 + y M2/2), which is approximately equal to(P /P,). 1* 

2 higher powers o* M„ arc neglected, so that 

If Cr 

Sa '  VTt ab   t2 
8K.)b • (75) 

[<P/Pt> *]2 

2, the numerator of the right hand side becomes unity, and 

--T 
s. / VT, i »(»>„   -  ^   . 

> 
(76) 

For each of these three cases one may select any two of the parameters 

(3  / yr ), M. , and 11», in order to solve for the third quantity 
ah   x2 

directly. 

The total pressure after combustion may thus be related to the 

inlet total pressure by means of tne continuity of either mass flow or 

stream thrust.  It is therefore possible to write an expression for 

strean thrust in terms of Mach number and total pressure across the 

region of combustion.  Since 

(f/Pt)  -  (i/P)  • (P/P.>  , 
x  2 2      x  2 

then for constancy of stream thrust, 
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1 : 1 1 ·.,. 1 1 ' ill-\ 1 r • '.If) t J A 1 s u P r:r 1 5 c 1 ~ 1 c w A v [ s YS T F. M s 

\' "'' l ':·.:1t v•·l•"'lt 1•"•, it l'itl!l,jt.•t i:-; accomrarli"" IJy a 
I ,\1 j •• ·t·· ··•"<1-.ttl , .. IIIli'!\ w<tv•· :-.y:·dt·::;, :t:, lntlicult•d ln 1-'1~. 1. 

,., ••·• \.>:, ···t' ,,.. d.t:-ii'tt,_,,.., ... ,~ unclt·t· tl1•1 lt<1ad1nf4 of onc~ .. lJJ,·•":~-

. '· ,,.,. , ... ,,::qllt·, till\\ tlll'"lll~ll tl:!' o!Jliqtw !Jo·,y wave Hl•t up hy 

t•·'' ::t···· 1.,,<i1· ,,f' iltl .u·tual t·am_jl•l difl'usc•J' i~ a cr1mplicated 

t··· dlt:" ·t••:'"' •:t•··· that is dt.'!-.t:l'ilH.'d lJy a nonlinear diff0rent1al 

~;t:lll<'t•tlt :1nalysi~: will, hO\I'"Vl'l', lw preHented to illu~>-'-

1 ,·:tl' '.l':l:tt t:. Ji:ipiJ.·d \iy <>l>liqttc• shock wav(•s and hy Prandtl-~lf>yc•r 

'l''''''·l•'t••·. '·II:•··· ·-~,,::1<' 11l tht•S(' at't• fund:1m'.'lltal to the internal aero-

•\'ti.I•:t<·:, >ll tl1<· t':tl.t.i<·t <·n~~illl', and to the caSfl of 'external' .... om-

i·•.:•~t \III\ Ill; <iJ::t'USS<'d \·,,·ic•fJy \)(']OW, 

Tiw ::i:np!c•r· c.·asc• of o!JliQU(' :shoe!' waves ~cnerated, e.g., by a 

s•·ci:-;c• 111 a :-:UJWJ'sonl<' strcarn, is here considered to illustrate the 

p1· L:1c: iple~ involved. As before, the first assumption made ie that the 

1-.·:\\'•-' :s iniinlt.uly thin. It is also r~ccessnry that the wave be 

':ttt<>cllc·d' t~J tllL' point of change of se:::ticr. of the boundary anll j·,.:!nce 

t~<a t .:. t is plano. This is because a ri.gorous theory for detached flows 

dews not exist. A conical case gives ri!::ic to curved waves, and this is 

,,],,,, true· of a dctache(! wave which results, for example, when the angle 

~:1 Fir-:. 1·1 i-' lar1~c :1t low Mach numbers. In general, flow downst;.·eam 

·i :<Il ulJl i.quc wave is supersonic, but it is possible to obtain subson1c 

~-; '•1• .. Just Lv fol'l_' :'J becomes large enoug-h to cause d0tachment. 

It is I'<J!1Venient to commence by consjdr::·ing how the flow is 

tttl':l<'·i l>y 1 !tt· :l<' t ion of a wed~e of an~~lc I.'J projcct.ir.!4' into the st;:eam. 

;·,,, irwl iiJ.I\ JO!i W of lhc ohliouc ·.v:~v'.-' ~:~·t up by a \\Cd[~e is greater 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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!>.»:.   t;,i    '.Lie',   .iiith    ,,.     tt'ltfurt    1   should   be   consulted   here,   since-   u 

iiii.iii'Jti'S   )n   el   tu    tile   relat toruhip  between   the   fluid  velocity  and 

In'   p.'ip.i i;i t , 'n   vrlmily   of   a   disturbance.)   The   propagation   velocity 

Fig    14       Definition of Velocity Vectors 

across, Two—Dimensiona! 

Oblique Shock Wo.t 

TTTTTTTT 

of a shock wave is greater than tual of a Mach wave.  The flow vectors 

V. and V,,, representing the flow on entering and leaving the shock 

wave, are shown resolved into normal and tangential components along 

the wave.  V„ is actually obtained by vectorial addition of a tangen- 

tial component V_  (- V„ ) to the normal velocity V„ .  The relation 
T2    Tl N2 

between V„ and V„  is that for flow passing through a norm?1 shock 
Nl     N2 

so that V.  is suhs-inic.  These quantities may also be related by 
w2 

means of the continuity equation normal to the wave front, 

"i Y "2 V (\ +dV("i + d"> 

whence 

Vw dp 
Nl "l   dV  SO that  dVN  '  " \  Jf 

Application of the momentum equation parallel to the wave front gives 

('l V VTX (px + dp)<VN  + 
dV<v

T 
+ <*V 
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C,    V IV 0        »r        V -     VT 

'     *1        * 'i l2 

Is.i    I'licruy  rijiiiii in;:   for  • ".r.p.••.•«sible   flow  across   the  fhock 

V. 
»1 

~ I :.ip 1 (fics   to 

-.   pl 
V  2   *  V 2 

N2          T2            y       *2 
-»"1 -5"             y    T r2 

v 2 - v 2 

f^r(4 " ?J) • (78) 

From the momentum equation, for the normal component of the shock, 

P     »o     V2     -     P     +  o     V2 

1       pl     Nj *2       P2    N2     ' 

so  that 

V
N
2
 - V

N
2
 '  (p2 - pi)(r' r> • (79> 1 i *' o *• " 1       "2 

Conbinin;.?  Eqs .    (7...)   and   (7Z),   one  has 

y + i p2     , y + l p2     , 
P2        y-rr pT - p y^r IT; 

+ i 
5~     =        -—   ——  or —-    = i__— 
Pl y  +  1       ^2 Pl y  j   1    ^T 

y-^T     Pi y-rr + p^ 

These are well-known Hankine-liugoniot relations. 

(80) 



' .'.:; w 1 \ 
<■ Au 

\ 

°2 

v. V 1 T 1 2 

_L tun   9  -   tan (9   -  6) sin  6  , 
p„ tan  0 sin  0 cos(d  -  ö) 

\2_ _   , tan   9   -   im (9   -  6) sin   ö  .t,r% 

P, ■ tan(0  - öT cos   0  sin(P  -  6)     ' l°^ 

Introducing   the  Mach   numbers  on  the   two  sides  of   the  wave, 

Vv        =     V,   sir.  0     =     a,   M,   sin  ö (Ü3) 
N j 1 11 

a n d 

VN   - V2 sin(Ö - ö)  -  a2 M2 siii(ö - 6) .    (G4) 

From the momentum r.nd continuity equations, 

P2 - Pl  -  "I VN"(1 " ^  " ?2 V V " 1) - 

so that 

5 1 
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VS. 
P2 - r, (y + i) P2 + (y - l) Pj 

P.(i - -i) x 

2 Cy + 1) Px +  (y - 1) P2 

V»2     " ^ 

by substitution from Eq. (80). 

From Eqs. (83) and (84), 

VN?     .. . , Pa 
«Ni-2o - ~4     ^pf + 2L^T'       (85) 

i a 

and 

1 

vN
2 

M2 sin(e - 6)  - -I| - 21^1 Jl + i^jJ.  .        (86) 
a2 2 

Standard relationships thus exist between K., M„, 6, 8, (P_/P.,) and 

(p^/p-.)-     Some of the most important are shown in Fig. 15, in which it 

will be seen that for given values of M. and ö, two solutions of 0 

are possible; experimentally, however, It is observed that only the 

lower or weaker wave solution occurs.  Above the line marked 9=9 max 
the shock wave detaches. Although the constant value of 1.40 has been 

used for y  in plotting this figure, for Mach numbers higher than 

abou<_ 3 the temperature rise through the shock wave will necessitate 

account being taken of variable specific heat.  Similar effects occur 

in the case of flow through a three-dimensional oblique shock set up 

by a cone facing into a supersonic stream.  In this i-aae stream prop- 

erties are constant along radii from the vertex. The compression 

effect of a cone is weaker than a wedge, however, and the oblique 

shock becomes detached at a lower Mach number. 
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Fig.  15(a)      Variation n{ Shock Wave Angle with Upstream Moch Number 
for Various Flow Deflection Angles 
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(b) 

Fig    15(b)   Variation of Shock Wave Angle with Upstream Mach Number 
for Various Flow Deflection Angles 
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11 i.; oi inui'i^t ul tlii.i ola:,i li. consider briefly the rellec- 

t ion ar.u niursicUur. of oblique shock waves.  Figure lG(a) shows the 

.-simple rast of ideal reflection of a shook wave at a solid boundary 

whereby the downstream flow is turned parallel to the boundary.  A 

similar case is shown in Fig. 16(b) for the intersection of shook waves 

of equal strength.  In Fig. 16(c) the effect of the intersection of 

shock waves of unequal strength is shown:  pressure, temperature, den- 

sity and entropy discontinuities occur while the t*vo Mow velcc^y 

vectors remain parallel.  If the wedge angi<- 6 is fixed and M, is de- 

creased, a point is reached when it is no longer possible to deflect 

the M„ stream through the angle * parallel to the wall.  This case, 

shown in Fig. 16(d), is known as a 'Mach reflection.'  A similar sur- 

face of disenntinuity is spt ;ip.  Th< corresponding situation brought 

about by the Mach reflection of two shocks of equal strength is shown 

in Fig. 16(e).  The above case, Fig. 16(a), of 'positive' reflection 

at a solid boundary, may De compared to the case of 'negative' reflec- 

tion a* the free boundary of a let, as shown in Fig. 19, which is the 

Fra-  . ..ever expansion case dealt with in the next section. 

3.2 Prandtl-Meyer Expansions 

In contradistinction to subsonic flow, supersonic flow may ex- 

pand around a sharp corner without loss, and unlike the shock phe- 

nomena uescribed above, the expansion wave is an isentropic flow caso, 

and can be considered to be a succession of Mach waves.  The two- 

dimensional case shown in Fig. 17 ,111 now be referred to.  A turning 

angle dv is shown. 

The equation cf continuity may be written down as for the ob- 

lique shock case, giving 

dVN  "  " V S-  ' <87^ 
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Fig.   16       Reflection and Intersection of Oblique Short Wove* 
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ami from the momentum equation applied parallel to the shock front, 

V        V 
T       T  ' (88) 

as 'jof ore . 

From the equation of momentum normal to the wave front, 

dP  - P2_Pi  =  (Pl VNi) VNi - (Pl + dp)(VNi H-.iVK)CVNi   dVN),(89) 

whence 

dP 
" \   dVN 

Eliminating dv" between Eqs. (87) and (89), \\. 

phasizes that this is an isentropic process. 

From the Mach triangle, 

dP    2  ... ■r—    =  a , which em- dp 

V„ - V .  - dV • dVj. sin fi. , 

-1 1 where  ^  = sin  r~ - sin % 
1 ' i 
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t a n 

M M?  -   1 

f rn*    w h -i r* Vi 

and 

ciVv  cos  (i. dV cos ß. 

T[        =   Vj sin jq   ' 

dV dv 

.ow  fron  the energy equation 

(V)2     .    -I-       ,       since      U{    -    !i , 
\ a / y -  1  + —ir 1 

«I 

v? 

27f 
M-     - -V  , (90) 

1 (7  + 1)  -  <y - i) V* 

dv../ 1-;   * . on 
(H-r>^T vi 



\: r,i'."   t lir   t ; "»■   from   M, 1 

-   < !,..!    -    -   i).   and  v,      ' l . 

cf-H> 
dV, 

i     y i 

1  >   •   3   i ■ 
* >   -   I   12 

■ in"* (, - {y -   l)  V^)j 

«■  +   sin        } {" " '} Ä) (92) 

Since   M     and  V     ?re   related  by  Eq .    (90),   Eq.    (92)   may be   transformed 

i.r.to   the   following   form: 

\f ■/ + i ,    -\(\fy~^\ I/V2     , i    4.-1 i/L'2     , V — — t:in   i)m- \ Mi   - xy - tan    KMi   ~ l (93) 

A maximum value of v  occurs when M, =■ co (assuming that the flow is 
L 

still   gaseous),   i.e. 

ifäÜ 130.5       for     y 

In practice, flow will not expand around a sharp corner to anything 

like tnis value, and boundary layer separation limits  v  to about 30 
-,„o 
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3.3     Nozzle Flow and J<?t Structure 

The lsentroDto equations for variable area duct flow, togatuer 

with the shock wave equations derived above, are also useful for 

illustrating various pher.or.er.a occurring ir. nozzles.  For example, it 

was shown in Eq. (21) that 

dA    dP 1 - M2 

"XT 5— 

i.e., the Chang« of pressure with area depends on the Mach number of 

the flow.  When U < 1, dP has the same sign as dA, but when M > 1, dJP 

has the opposite iin i, the change occurring at a throat where M - 1. 

A nozzle attached to a reservoir may thus consist of a subsonic por- 

tion (converging) and a diverging portion which will run partially or 

wholly supersonic if the reservoir pressure is sufficient to cause 

choking at the throat.  As may be seen in the two-dimensional diagram, 

Fig. 18, if the pressure P as obtained at the throat during flow is 

initially such that (P/Pt) > 0.528, the critical pressure ratio for 

air, the nozzle corresponds to a subsonic venturi, and the pressure 

variation follows a line above ABC.  The pressure downstream of the 

nozzle then corresponds to a certain exit pressure ratio (P_/*>)• 

When the pressure ratio (P/Pt) - 0.528, two flow solutions are theo- 

retically possible, the pressure variation lying along either ABC or 

ABD, for flow in tbe diverging portion to be either completely subsoui«. 

or supersonic.  Which one is followed depends on the value of the down- 

stream pressure ratio (P /P.), and acceleration of the flow beyond the 

subsonic condition may only be brought about by reduction of (P /P.) 
©   t 

below the value at C, by varying either component of this ratio. 

(If P remains 

be increased.)' 

(If P remains constant, the mass flow through the inroat cannot then 

It may be noted that the surface in the flow at the throat 

where M becomes unity is not plane, but is slightly convex down- 



. l :      n. •  I -     '  ' '■'   <■ ■ i ii.i t <.>■■- ...in,, usiunal f low is an ovor- 

- jn.j> I j t ii a1 i.MI .  The snout h nozzle contour shown in Fit;. 18 is not the 

i.niy jv,Mil)i  ai i .mm ■incut lor acccli ia t IIIK the flow to supersonic ve- 

locity, !?'.'! i s i ^i'i;i( vase chosen lo illustrate the various flow con- 

ilitii :-s.  Si"'!: !:■.•.•.*:• s an dtsirned on the princip1.»- of avoiü.tnce of 

shuck losses by successive cane«-' ' •■• t ion of compression and expansion 

wavs , r.iui \,y  ^c, .,i i;«.-.->ih.i nearly one-dimensional fio\* can be obtained 

il »lie n:ir-i11o3 exit section ol ; he nozzle shown. 

For supersonic flow to occur downstream of the sonic throat, 

the pressure and Mach number reached are now fixed by the expansion 

ratio (A A )  Since for supersonic flow to occur throughout the noz- 

zle, the exit ratio must correspond U the point  ü; for all values of 

Pr s p s p  the solution will be represented by supersonic followed 

by subsonic flow in the diverging portion oi the nozzle.  In the ab- 

sence of a converging section to act as an isentropic diffuser to bring 

about this transition, the change must occur nonisentropically through 

a shock wave, its position being completely determined by the pressure 

ratio across the shock with the downstream subsonic pressure rise fol- 

lowing one of the paths BEFG, in order that P "  P_ , say.  ,f P  - P.,, 

the shock in its simplest form will be a normal shock positioned at 

the- nozzle exit.  As (P /P ) is reduced further, recempression of the 

flow will occur through oblique shocks, either by Mach reflection 

(P > near P„) or simple reflection (F near PD).  These are represented 

by the overexpanded cases shown in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b) in somewhat 

idealized form.  The supersonic core of the whole Jet gradually 

diminishes in cross section as the subsonic jet boundary extends due 

to entrainment of the surrounding atmosphere. when present.  A= P  is 

reduced to P«, the external shocks become weaker, but never entirely 

disappear, even with a parallel jet emerging from the exit when P 

P„.  Since P„ is fixed by the reservoir pressure, further reduction of 

P will result in the .crmatlon of expansion waves at the exit, as 

shown in Fig. 19(c).  This is the underexpanded case. 

So far no mention has been made of viscous effects, but in 

actual flow the pressure rise through the shock wave may give rise co 

6i 
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Fig. 18      Flow with Normal Shock In Air. M    3 de Loval Nozrle 

boundary layer separation on the walls of the nozzle, with resulting 

fovi  downstream as shown in the upper diagram of Fig. IS.  As an ex- 

ample of this, it may be noted that in the rocket (straight-sided) 

type of nozzle referred to below, separation of the boundary layer 

will occur when the nozzle exit pressure is approximately 0.48 of the 

ambient pressure, whatever the divergence angle may fc«s.  More compli- 

cated shock wave-boundary layer interactions are also possible but 

need not be considered in detail in this treatment.  A typical case 

is the bifurcation O: the shock at the nozzle wall (Mach reflection). 
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(a)        ^ 
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OVEREXPANDED     CASES 

(C) 

UNDEREXPftNDED  CASE 

Fig. 19  Two-Dimensional Supersonic Jet Structure 

An actual supersonic /jet emerging from a nozzle may SJOW con- 

siderable fine structure, but it consists basically of a number of 

'cells' representing cyclic flow transitions which persist until they 

are damped out by viscous interact.ion with the surrounding atmosphere. 

The Jet, after it leaves the nozzle, exhibits successive negative, or 

opposite, reflections of shocks or expansion waves as required to turn 

the flow at a free (constant pressure) boundary, as shown in Fig. 19. 

The successive subsonic cores behind the Mach reflections in the over- 

expanded case, Fig. 19(a), are gradually energized by turbulent mixing, 

so that the surfaces of discontinuity die out rapidly. 

It is convenient to illustrate such phenomena with reference to 

two-dimensional nozzles and jets, since the flow patterns »re thereby 

simplified; for example, the jet boundaries are initially straight 

lines.  In the more common axlsytmnetrical arrangement, these boundaries 

become curved.  Such a convergent nozzle perating under high reservoir 

pressure gives rise to a heavily underexpanded type of Jet, as shown ir» 
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the three-dimensional case of Fig. 20, and auch a Jet becomes subsonic 

after one cell.  The form taksn by the jot under various pressure con- 

dition« has been discussed by Wllcox e_t al. , (Ref. 6), among others. 

All these relations refer, as indicated previously, to equilibrium 

flow conditions. 

Fig. 20      Heavily Underexpanded Nonle Flow Cast 

Up to now only completely expanded nozzle profiles have been 

considered, I.e., those in which the flow emerges parallel to the 

axis if the nozzle is operated under the correct pressure conditions. 

Exit nozzles used with many ramjet engines are customarily constructed 

with a conical diverging section, on the pattern of rocket nozzles, 

the shortening representing a compromise between reduction of weight 

and supersonic friction loss on the one hand, and increased divergence 

loss on the other.  The most suitable expansion angle will thus be 

somewhat greater than that at which the thruit is a maximum. This 

simplified contour is clearly an advantage if the engine ts designed 

for a limited life.  The jet emerging from a conical nozzle is differ- 

ent from that previously considered in that divergence imparts a radial 
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component of velocity to the jet, which will then continue to expand 

■ '..-       ...■! ii :'m-  Ji.,L *:«-re recomprus&lon pets in. 

;t. 4  "Supersonic" Combustion 

In view of tue above, it is of interest to refer briefly to the 

modifying effect of heat addition (by burning) to a supersonic «trpnm 

«Hbtn ? «n^io or free jet.  (This case is of some importance in ad- 

vanced ramjet design, since supersonic flow in the diffuser and com- 

bustion chamber could be a desirable mode of operation.) A theoreti- 

cal anilysis of such a concept of burning in a supersonic stream in 

ramjet engines has been published by Weber and Mackay (Ref. 7).  It 

has Ueei. previously sbowa that one of the immediate effects of such 

heat addition is the reduction of the Mach number, either through a 

shock system or otherwise.  Three recent demonstrations of combustion 

in a supersonic stream are shown in Figs. 21 to 23(Refs. 8 through 10), 

FLAMfc   FRONT 

SHOCK    BOTTLE 

MACH DISC 

JET BOUNDARY 

NO:ZLE 

AIR H, 

Fig. 21      Strong Standing Detonation Wave 

(Two-Dimensional Mach 

Reflected jhock) 

(Tjken fron- R<* «.) 

rig- 22      Combustion in Open Jet from 

•Jr^erexpanded Axisymmntric 

Nozzie 

(Tok.il fro- R.». 9. ) 
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Fig   23       Combination Open-Shutter and Schlieren Flash Phutogrnph 
of Flame and Associated Shock-Wave Systt    in Stream 

below Surface of Wing, Moch Number, 2.47, Angle of Attack, 2: 

(Tak*i from R«f. 10.) 

In the first of these ca.cc"  a Mach-reflecteri norma.)   shock wave was e>et 

up by inserting wedges in a wind tunnpl.  The rise of static pressure 

ar.d temperature downstream of the normal part of the shock system 

ignited the combustible gas mixture (H„ - air) at this point.  The on- 



set of combustion was observed to displace the normal shock upstream 

(Fit;. 21).  In the second instsr.ce, Fig. 22, a similar situation was 

set up downstream of the first Mach disc occurring in an underexpanded 

open jet, and it was considered that the axial distance between the 

flame front and the Mach disc corresponded to that expected frois. igni- 

tion delay.  Interaction between the combustion region and the wave 

system was also observed in some cases, resulting in the wave system 

moving upstream, corresponding to a reduction in Itaca number.  Neither 

oi these two cases, however, illustrates trn* supersonic burning, but 

they are considered to represent strong standing detonation waves. 

To obtain combustion of a liquid iuei in a supersonic stream 

without the formatior. of uOvi»«! shock waveo, it might at first sight 

seem desirable to inject the fuel into a supersonic air strecm with a 

component in the air flow direction equal to that of the air, but this 

is clearly out of the question because of the enormous pressures 

necessary to effect this.  In fact, demonstrations to date have taken 

the form of simple injection at right angles to the flow, and Fig. 23 

typifies a case of external burning of a liquid fuel beneath a wing 

section.  Here combustion would appear to be fairly generalized in the 

supersonic region downstream of the oblique shock formed at .he point 

of injection.  These and other studies indicate that this application 

of external supersonic burning may be important iii ramjet propulsion 

at high Mach numbers. A recent report by Woolard (Ref. 11) lists 

further useful references to published work in this field. 



IV   RAMJET COMPONENT PERFORMANCE 

Ihe above gas dynamic considorations no"; need to be applied— 

with emphasis on component performance—in order to illustrate the 

Sanctioning of a ramjet as a heat engine.  Mention will be made of the 

oesign and ihe detailed functioning of the diflaser, combustor, and 

exit nozzle ana how these are affected by flight environmental condi- 

tions and the requirements of thrust and power output. 

4.1  The Ramjet Thermodynamic Cycle 

The ideal thermodynamic operating cycle of the ramjet is shown 

in Pv form in Fiu,.   21.  Strictly spea'.:in';, such a diagram, which here 

represents a continuous flow process, should not close, although it is 

conveniently represented in this form for purposes of analysis.  This 

cycle, the Brayton or Joule cycle, consists of four parts, three of 

which are associated with the engine proper, while the fourth is assumed 

to be completed in the external atmosphere.  The first part of the theo- 

retical cycle consists of adiabatic compression of air which enters at 

high velocity and low pressure, as shown by a—*-b.  rieat is then added 

-nder conditions of constant pressure P, and constant momentum (P + 

pV^' = constant).  This operation increases the entropy of the gas, and 

there is an increase o' velocity as the gas density is reduced.  This 

is shown by b—*-c.  The heated gases are then further expanded, trans- 

forming a part of the added thermal energy into mechanical energy. 

This portion of the cycle is shown by c—*-d.  This exhaust Jet, even 

if expanded to the freestream value, emerges with a much higher tem- 

perature and velocity than the entering air flow.  TLa force required 

to accelerate the expanding exhaust gases thus reacts against the in- 

terior surfaces of the ramjet and thereby propels tue engine forward. 

In the final phasL of the heat engine cycle, assumed to occur in the 
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Fig. 24      Thermodynamic Cycle of a Ramjet Engine 

0.6 0.7 

free atmosphere, the hot exhaust gases are cooled by contact with this 

relatively infinite reservoir, with consequent increase in density at 

constant pressure, as shown by d—»a. 

Since the ramjet engine is a continuous flow device, the func- 

tions of compression of the inlet gas, addition of heat, and expansion 

cf the hot gas need to be performed by separate components; the de- 

vices which carry out these functions, the diffuser, combustion chamber, 

and exit nozzle, were shown in Fig. 1.  The changes in gas state from 

Station 0 (located in the free air stream) to Station 2 are accomplished 

by the diffuser and are characterized by partial conversion of the 

kinetic energy of the gas into pressure energy, usually through 

both oblique and norpal shocks followed by diffusion in the internal 
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., ■■ i : -V:- •■iii- ;.,!•  •;••■ h i - -it up b> the ..pex >i   the center body 

• ■*:. !!'•.•••'..;,, i irwar ; of \ h» lrii.-{: this Leaturc is characteristic 

! i i '.  t^it;!,.- opei at tr,g «' «--upcrfaonic Mach numbers in excess of about 

Various losses reduce the pi ,'ssure obtainable at the end of 

iiffusion, ano t.<e diffuser total pressure recovery, which reflects 

the efficiency of tin   npression process, decreases as the flight 

Mncn number is lucre,-  i.  Although on the actual Pv diagram (Fig. 24) 

the coKprct'.sion process may seem to conform closely to the ideal B.ii<p- 

hatic eise, a Is diagram would show that the process of shock compres- 

sion of air is it tended by some considerable increase of entropy due 

to the shock transitions and the diffusion losses mentioned. 

Addition of thermal energy to the ai? in the combustion chamber 

bPtivT-n Stations 2 and b is generally brought about by the oxidation 

of a fuel (although it could equally well be effected by other cheml- 

'.::■: reactions or by a physical heat source such as a nuclear reactor). 

As previously shown, the addition of heat to a moving air stream in- 

creases the velocity of the stream and thereby produces an effect 

analogous in some ways to that which occurs when the stream passes 

through a shock wave:  an increase of entropy together with a fall in 

total pressure.  In the representation of the combustion process on 

the Ts diagram, if this actually followed a line of constant pressure. 

it could be represented on such a line, as shown in Fig. 12.  In 

practice, flamehoJder drag will contribute to a drop in pressure dur- 

ing the combustion process.  However, it seems plausible that a 

Hayleigh line for constant mass flow would be a faithful reproduction 

of the heat transfer process; Fig. 25, which is an amplification of 

the previous case, shows Rayleigh lines for different duct areas which 

thus enable the whole diffusion process to be represented.  Referring 

to Kig. 25, the thermodynamic efficiency 77, is thus given by 

_ Heat received - heat rejected 
't heat received 

areas C - (E + B) 
areas C -i TT 
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Fig   25       Rcmjet Cycle on Ts Diagram 

7he Fcmnc lines are onutttd for clarity. 
! Taken from Rcf. 7. ) 

,7  accounts for the ratio of useful engine 

. ten the over-all efficiency TJ  is given 

%   % 

Since acceleration oi the exhaust gases to sonic or supersonic 

velocity is a function of the exhaust nozzle, the formation of a ther- 

mal throat at the exit to the combustion chamber is avoided.  The com- 

plete pressure drop in the nozzle will not be realized, however, owing 

to losses due to friction and coclipjj.  Typj<"a] average gas state« a* 

different points of tt.c system are shown in Fig. 26.  These diagrams 

are reasonably representative for an engine operating at a flight Mach 

number of about 2. 

The functioning of the various engine components will now be 

discussed in somewhat greater detail.  For conven i^nce, flo?«s will be 

discussed with reference to a system of axes chosen to move with the 

vehicle, i.e., the engine is assumed to be stationary wich the gases 

in motion. 
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in u Ramjet Engine 

( Tok«n (rom Zucrow, Aircraft and Missile Propulsion, 
Vol. 1, p. 98.) 

. i.    The D: Ifuser 

This is generally tue forwardmost component of the ramjet engine 

and ser"e_. to convert the high velocity, low pressure energy of the 

free air stream into low velocity, high pressure energy to meet the re- 

quirements uf the downstream combustion chamber.  Since no heat is 
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t ransjerrcd m tins stai'p, thf cnrprcssion from 0 t" 2 is adiabatic, 

mil tne i i<>w is not isentropic^ because of shook, skin frlct:"^, md 

other losses due to turbulence in the flow.  Static pressure and Htatic 

temperature are also increased between Station? 0 and 2 by co.^icssiun, 

while the velocity Is reduced.  >low within the diffuser duct from 

Stations i to 2 may be either partly subsonic and partly supersonic, 

or else wholly subsonic, depending on the location of the normal shock 

wave attached to the center body.  If this is upstream of tr? '-.let 1, 

the diffuser is sain to be operating 'subcritically' or 'with spill- 

over. ' whereas if it Is downstream of the inlet 1, the diffuser is 

said to be operating 'supercritlcally' or 'with shock swallowed'.  If 

the normal shock is located at 1, the ^onUition is then said to be 

that with 'shock on the rim' or 'critical.'  These definitions, illus- 

trate.t in Fip. 27, do not imply that the diffuser performance is 

satisfactory or otherwise, but merely indicate the relationship be- 

tween actual and design operating conditions.  Diffuser total pressure 

recovery generally tends to a maximum at the critical condition al- 

though this is by no means always true. 

The diffuser exit Mach number is determined by the combustor 

impedance since all the air flowing through the diffuser (except that 

diverted to power auxiliaries) continues on into the combustion chamber 

at the subsonic speed determined by downstream drag, heat addition, 

and exit nozzle throat area.  The independent operational variables 

determining diffuser performanc . are thus the fixed values ox  free- 

stream and exit Mach numbers.  These variables, together with that of 

the diffuser total pressure recovery ratio, fix the two diffuser- 

dependent flow vaiiables, inlet area capture ratio, and inlet drag 

force coefficient. 

Diffusers which utilize either multiple shock or continuous 

(isentropic) supersonic compression experience smaller total pressure 

losses in decelerating supersonic streams to subsonic velocities than 

3It may be noted that it is also possible to ma»e use of a center body 
of gradually increasing curvature ('Isentropic diffuser') which doep 
not give rise to a strong oblique shock in the air inflow region. 
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Fig. 27      Subcritical (a), Critical (b), and Supercritical (e) 

Diffuser Operation 

do those which effect compression by means of a single normal shock. 

The superiority of the former type over normal shock inlets is small 

in the freestream Mach number region from 1.0 to 1.6, but this superi- 

ority increases rapidly thereafter, and makes such diffusers essential 

at Mach numbers above 2.0.  There are also appreciable total pressure 

losses in the diffusion process from a high subsonic Mach number down- 

stream of the last diffuser shock down to the low subsonic Mach number 

reqi.ired at the combustion chamber inlet.  The picture is further com- 

plicated by the possibility of the diffuser operating out of alignment 

with the oncoming airstream.  The presence of yaw or pitch gives rise 

to an asymmetric shift oi x'ae  shock wave pattern generally recultlng 

in a reduction cf the total pressure recovery and air capture, particu- 

larly if flow separation also occurs.  Normal shock diffusers experi- 

ence a small (and nearly predictable) loss in mass flow and pressure 
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gorier;« I 1 \ dependent <>r th- flow Reynolds number and can be minimized 

..I i-mlk'„ by suitati]' bound»i y layer control.  The adverse effect of 

the second phenomenon, i.e., forward motion of the normal shock, can 

generally >>e ivoided My posit ioning the oblique shock wave slightly 

ahead of the diffuser cowl inlet so that the normal skiock can h« ex- 

pelled slightly without disturbing the oblique shock.  In this way the 

small .mount of supercritical spillover (which occasions a sli^'it in- 

crease in inlet drag) permits stable operation of tV. diffuse-» ~i  its 

most efficient point.  The engine may be operated with the diffuser at 

the critical point, and operation is very likely to be stable In the 

presence of low level pressure transients arising from Se combustion 

process for a limited amount of spillover. The measures mentioned 

above are applied to diffusers as required and are not a part of this 

discussion—which presupposes stable diffuser and combustor operation. 

The mass flow passing through the area AQ  in the undisturbed 

freestream passes into the diffuser inlet, is decelerated by a combi- 

nation of supersonic and subsonic compression, and flows out through 

the area A..  This stream has done no work; consequently its enthalpy 

(considered as the sum of its kinetic, potential, and internal thermal 

energies) has not changed, and the stream remains at a constant total 

temperature T      throughout the flow.  Since the compression of the 

high velocity, low density inlet flow to a high density, low velocity 

state is not perfectly efficient, the entropy will have increased; 

this increase is manifest in the reduction of diffuser exit total pres- 

sure to below the freestream total pressure. The condition of contin- 

uity of the mass flow enable- one to relate the freestream capture 

area AQ to the exit area by means of the freestream and exit Mach 

numbers.  Corresponding to the continuity equation 

f>0  V0 \> = Pd  Vd Ad 

there exists the following relationship between areas, pressures, Mach 

numbers ,and temperatures: 
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*a - A, !(P,P.) *]o~=  - \, 
P» P 

*Tt 

(P/P ) wl   JL  ,   (94) 

0 ln 

whence 

Ao " Ad\F~ 

Ptd\ [(P/Pt) w 

tj [(P/Pt) * 
(95) 

'ine capture area A„ may now be expressed as a function of the ratios 

(AQ/AJ) and (AJ/AJ): 

Here A. Is the diffuser Inlet area, and (AQ/A.) is thus the effective 

Inlet capture area rktlo. Tnus., if one "ixes the diffuser exit and the 

freestream Mach numbers, the air flow capture ratio will be determined 

by the pressure recovery for subsonic flow within the cHffuser.  Whan 

the value of (AQ/A.) attains its maximum (critical flow) value in Eq. 

(96>, it Is then no longer possible for the flow to Increase further. 

If 11. is increased for a given MQ a* constant air flow, the pressure 

recovery ratio (P. /P. ) at this moment must become a function of M. 
*d *0 d 

since it Is the only free variable for a fixed value of (AQ/A.).  No* 

the flow within what is normally the subsonic diffuser becomes par- 

tially supersonic and experiences a total pressure loss in returning 

to tubsuuic flow,  inis acded difloser total pressure loss serves to 
render (P. /P. ) variable und consistent with (A„/A,) , and the exit 

rd  0 l **x 

to inlet diffuser area ratio (A^/K^)  will show the same pressure re- 
covery in this region of 'swallowed shock' flow regardless of geomet- 

rical design. The Inlet drag (force over the dlffv^er i..Iat) > needed 

as well as the *-ctal pressure recovery for the performance of a diffuse: 



,•■; ,■■■!.-..; , ;.  i4..!i> •> >an! i>. it.-- .ij- .»il.uw.ly determined by oxperi- 

-:.i ;.it -i K. v i: ai.U..- r iii'-];:Mi, although they may be calculated ex- 

■  ! ;-. f i- i: i 1 - t flny wholly supprson 1c , r:r.d approximately for mixed 

-'.ipf'T's- MI i... -subson it' f t'w . 

!:. r;.i,ij>u L ing t'-.c- total prtsbure J. overy, losses atteniu.it on 

Lie- p. »ago through a shock may reaüiiy i>e calculated from the stream 

Mach number by supersonic flow f eory  Subsonic losses are more diffi- 

cult to "alculatu since flow properties are not simply related to local 

diffuser duct contours.  Inlet drag may be calculated from the magni- 

* nie ■ f the area intercepted by the cowl lip if the peripheral stream- 

1;   to the cowl lip is in the undisturbed free supersonic stream, 

since for this case there are constant momentum and pressure forces 

acting within the stream tube and the inlet stream thrust may be com- 

puted from the freestrjam flow state: 

«i  = PQ A + p0 Aj VQ -■    PQ A1(l + y  MQ)  (absolute basis).  (97) 

This may be cori"v - ted to coefficient form by dividing by the product 

• f the- freestream dynamic pressure q„ and a reference area A : 

A, (1 + y vh 
C,   = j~     ,   ,p*   (absolute basis), (38) 

or. aj expressed on a gau(.;e basis by subtracting the quotient o.f 

(P0 A1) and (qQ A^), and substituting q/P = (1/2) y   M?, 

Cl(  - 2(A /An)  (gauge basis). (99) 

Ailei nat ively, in ier~r~   of weight flow, 

t  -     2.382 yf^T *a 0(M)C  =  2.382 Pn AQ w  0(M)O   Lb 

(absolute h.*sis), (100) 

and 
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2..'*a2(A  A ) f„/yy  0(M)„  'absolute b.-f.is).     viOl) 

The stream thrust of the atr pnt^ring the diffuser is alleied if the 

diffuser inlet spills over and Intercepts a stream tube of smaller 

cross-section k     than the inlet area A,.  In this case the streamline 

leading up to the cowl lip is not parallel but is divergent by an 

amount that indicates the increase in stream area rfio-icr: tc dlfl'vioc 

the air to the Mach number then existing at the inlet.  The inlet force 

is Cher, the r.trcam thrust originally associated with the flow in pass- 

ing through area A. in it« freestream state plus the added force 

applied over the projected area (Aj - AQ), i.e., 

Al 
ffj  -  50 + I     P dA . (102) 

A0 

The diffusion process between Stations 0 and 1 may thus be either sub- 

sonic or supersonic depending on the manner in which the flow is de- 

flected.  If this is initiated by a center body protruding froir the 

diffuser inlet, the flow deflection may be gentle enough for it to re- 

main supersonic (or with supercritical spillover), whereas if the de- 

flection is such as to correspond to a low subsonic flow taach number 

at tho diffuser inlet, flow deceleration takes place abruptly through 

a normal shock.  Equation (102) applies in either instance, but the 

pressure relationship between 0 and 1 will of course be different in 

the two cases. 

The inlet air flow capture and the inlet drag can be determined 

conveniently for the supersonic spillover cone flow case by a method 

presented by G. Sears (of the Marquardt Aircraft Corporation) and W. J. 

OrTin (of ARO, Inc.)4. The diffuser inlet air tlow and the inlet drag 

may be v"atned by integrating the flow and the force over the conical 

4 Unpublished paper. 
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surface defined by tr»f vertex ol the cone and the inlet lip of the 

cowl.  Us'ng the angle  u  (Fig. 29^ subtended by this rnntrul sur- 

ute, the freestream Mach tium'uer and the cone angle, and making use of 

COWL ENTERING 
STREAMLINE 

i i 

Fig. 29      Supercritical Spillover and Additive Drag 

Zdenek's cone flow tables (Ref. 13), one may obtain the flow Mach num- 

ber lir and the flow angle 0 at this surface. OP* may ?.lso determine 

the total pressure ratio (P /P ) across the shock. Since flow prop- 

erties ^.re constant along the conical surfaces referred to, one may 
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simply Bi.l'tnl" ■ ■■•' U-tal Surfer-*» area by liiO normal component of the 

flow to obtain the macs flo*.  The momentum component of the inlet 

drag force is similarly obtained by multiplying the momentum per unit 

area of the incoming stream (which passes through the conical surface) 

by the surface area and the cosine of the angle between their respec- 

tive directions, •>*<* then rroiecting this force In the direction of 

ehe diffuser axis.  The total inlet drag force on an absolute basis 

consists of this force plus the product of the Inlet -.rca into the 

static pressure at the conical reference surface.  The resulting 

equations are: 

\      [(P/Pt> * 
VT; 

•(cos 8)(1 tan 9y 

tan u 
(103) 

and 

°' ■ *' pfeife 
1 + M2 (cos2 0)(1 -1S2J») 

tan u 
(104) 

The equation for the inlet air flow may be equated to the correspond 

ing rel 

namely. 

ing relation in the undisturbed flow to obtain the value for (AQ/A.), 

VAI 

Pt\ [(P/Pt) w]r 
(cos ö) (1 - HJGJ*) 

tan u 
(105) 

Equation (104) may be expressed as an inlet force coefficient on an 

absolute basis: 

D, 

Än q0 

2<VV 
y M; 0 

1 + YM
2
(COS

2
0)(1 - ±22-±)[ 

r +an u I 
■> J 

(absolute basis). 

(106) 
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Or: a ^.lUK'i1 bus!», 

S&ro*2 9)(1 - HH 
r tan z} 

(gauge basis).     (107) 

The force exerted by the air stream upon the diffuser inlet may be 

iod"-.i unnn as the total momentum (stream thrust) originally possessed 

by the freestream plus the forces exerted upon it by the surrounding 

air stream between Stations 0 and 1.  Looked at in this fashion, thi 

inlet drag consists of two terms, one of which is due to the initial 

momentum of the captured air, the other being the additive drag term; 

this latter reflects the drag caused by the increase in the momentum 

of the gas between its free state at Station 0 and its captured state 

at Station 1.  This is due to the force exerted along the streamline 

from 0 to 1.  The additive drag lor the case of conical flow with 

supercritical spillover is obtained by subtracting 2(qQ A0)/(q0 Afl) 

from the right-hand side of Eq. (107), yielding 

add 

2(A./A ) 
i  n 
 2— 

y ic 
™:\hr) f i + y M^(COS2 e)(i tan C> 

tan u '} 
(108) 

Figures 30 through 35 present solutions of Eqs. (105) and (108) for 

cone half-angles of 20 , 25 , and 30 , and oblique shock-on-rim Much 

numbers of about 1.9 through 3.0, for freestream Mach numbers ranging 

from low values (corresponding to sonic velocity on.the cone surface) 

up to 3.0.  Data are plotted in terms of (Cn  )/(.-r-).  so that the 
Dadd  An 

drag is referred to the inlet area rather than to an arbitrary engine 

area. 

The calculation of air flow capture and additive drag or an In- 

let force coefficient is much more complicated for mixed supersonic 
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I« 20 2 2 2.4 
f'tnh-Miti Moch Number, M0 

Fig. 30      Inlet Capture Area Ratio (A0, A)) for Supercritical Spillover, 
20   Cone 

Mach Number For Oblique Shack On Rim 

20 22 24 
Fretitrtam Manh Nur»'». ,K0 

Fig. 31       Inlet Captive Areo Ratio (A0/A,) for Supercritical Spillover, 
25   Cone 
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I« is 20 22 2.4 2« 
Fr««t»r»om Mach Numbtr.M, 

21 10 

Fig. 32      Inlet Capture Area Ratio (Ao'Ai) (or Supercritical Spillover, 
30' Cone 

1.8 2.0 22 2.4 
FrMslrtam Mach Numb«, M0 

MUM 

Fig   33      Supercritical Additive Dreg Coefficient for 20° Cone 
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2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 
Fr««ttr«om  Mach Numb«, Ms 

Fig. 34      Supercritical Additive Drag Coefficient lor 25u Cone 

*.C 22 24 26 
Frmtrnm Mach Number, M0 

Fig. 35      Supercritical Additive Drag Coefficient for 30" Cone 
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and subsonic inlet fl<jw.  Approximate methods which are applicable to 

conical dlffusers are presenttd in Ref. 14.  In computing Inlet addi- 

tive drag for mher cases, it is necessary tc use ar. approxiaftt* w*lw* 

tor the static pressure along streamlines between 0 to 1 and then to 

integrate this between corresponding areas.  It Is clear thai if the 

freestream capture area AQ Is equal to the inlet area A., the additive 

dra& will be zero, and the inlet force coefficient »«y be crapr*ad 

simply from A., A and the freestream Mach number. Data secured in 

experimental tests on a Ferrl-type 25° half-angle conical diffuser are 

shown in Figs. 36, 37 and 38 as examples of typical diffuser operation. 

Figure 36 r esents the relation between diffuser capture area ratio 

and tota* r..saure recovery.  The inlet force coefficient (on a gauge 

basis) is presented in Fig. 37 and a correlation of exit Mach number 

M, with air flow capture is shown in Fig. 38.  The Inlet behavior can 

be evaluated at a fixed combustor heat release by matching values of 

It. at the diffuser exit and at the combustion chamber inlet, and then 

reading off the air flow capture ratio from Fig. 38 at the desired 

flight Mach number. These values of air flow capture and flight Mach 

number may then be inserted in Fig. 37 to obtain the diffuser inlet 

force coefficient. The latter can then be used together w?th an exit 

coefficient obtained from combustor performance curves '.o determine 

the engine net thrust coefficient.  Similar curves apply to more com- 

plex diflusers, bearing in mind that performance is then more sensi- 

tive to air flow capture ratio and freestream Mach number. 

The use of such graphical correlations has an advantage over 

point-by-point algebraic calculation of performance if the dlffusers 

are to be operated over a wide range of flight Mach numbers and air 

flow capture ratios. If the engine is to be operated at only one con- 

dition of flight Mach number and capture ratio, the algebraic calcula- 

tion of inlet behavior will probably be more convenient than the for- 

mer procedure. 
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Fiy.  36       Typical Diffuser Totol Pressure 

r<cco»ery for   25   Conical Diffuser 

Fig   37       Typical Inlet Force Coefficient       e 

for 25   Conical Diffuser, 

(A, An)     0 365, 

A)      225 Square Inches 

JL i. J 
08 09 1.0 

Inlet Air Copior» Ratio ' a0/fit) 
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Fig. 38      Typical Correlation of Diffuser Exil Mach Number and Intel 
Air Capture Ratio 

4 . Li The Combustor 

A useful understanding of the combustion of futl-alr mixtures 

ir. a ramjet engine may be gained by breaking down the flow processes 

into the following steps: 

1. The compressed air flow enters the combustion chamber from 

the diffuser at subsonic speed at a total temperature equal 

to the freestream value and at a rate of flow equal to that 

at the diffuser inlet less that diverted to power auxiliaries 

2. Fuel is added to the air stream, atomized, mixed with the 

air, and in part evaporated. 

3. The st'ear. velocity is further decreased to the low value 

suitable for the efficient combustion of the mixture. 

4. The mixture is passed through a flame stabilization device 

to initiate combustion. 

I 
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5.  The Klxturo ts burned in a cylindrical coirbustion chamber 

ac'OBpanleu ny the following phenomena: 

a. Transformation of the chemical enthalpy of the fuel 

into thermal enthalpy of the gas, as marked by a 

rise in total temperature (or increase of S); 

b. Reduction in gas density caused by the Increase of 

temperature, with accompanying acceleration of the 

flow: and 

c. Reduction in total pressure of the hot gas as a result 

of sudden acceleration on being heated. 

G.  The hot burned gas is passed into an exit nozzle to trans- 

form its thermal and pressure energy into kinetic energy, 

thereby developing thrust by Jet reaction. 

The processes listed under Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5b and 5c above 

are amenable to solution by the gas dynamic equations, provided the 

flow can be treated as one-dimensional.  The amount of heat addition 

in Step 5a is a quantity which depends on the chemical reaction rate 

of fuel and air at the particular flow condition.  It Is convenient 

to compute the effect of the change from chemical to thermal enthalpy 

in terms of the temperature function (S /j/77), since this latter ex- 

pression Includes such parameters of state as y,  R, and T.. 

Once the conbustor flow conditions and the amount of heat re- 

lease are set, consideration can be given to determining the space 

required to accomplish this heat release.  Flow velocities in the 

combi stor are within the range of one to several hu>dred feet per 

second, whereas normal flame velocities of the commoner fuels are only 

a few feet per second, so that it Is not possible to effect significantly 

complete combustion of the fuel-air mixture by means of a flau».-- spread- 

ing from a single point source within the length of a practical com- 

bustion chamber.  An lgnitor is therefore provided to initiate the com- 

bustion of the mixture at a '-ufflcient number of points so that by 
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:!■.. ! '.i :-i !'■: :,ts (}!■■ II.«mo ..>:; i'onsusii' t he whoie of the 

!• .!]-.. !■■ i :.-- r;     ni,,v-Fi-.pc() .r. id into the fuel-air stream to 

i>r ..hu . .1 ; .. i«M;.i ;', II ■■■■*■ "*ake in which ,1 flam? can stabilise as a 

■.  ' »!•■■-" -ni\:u  b'.'i,,^  i::.iti>d liv recirculating combustion pro- 

iuris.  (i! '. - p.ssiiti.- in stabilize ;i flame aerodvnnmically b; tlie use 

>t i •;'!">--. i;; . ;:,is i. i ■,. |,ut this proccMiirc !ia-, nut yet been used in full 

-■■ale engines.)  Such a str.bi 1 i?e<l flume ij..:iites the combustible gases 

flowing >'.round the baffle vud  rapidly effects combustion by virm" >•*' 

Uii hirgf value of the ratio of ignited st *■'-*"» perimeicr to unbuiued 
i low area, in n   manner analogous to that of a Meker burner.  In a cor.- 

bustion chamber of insufficient length, the flame cannot thus consu.se 

all the mixture within the confines Oi the chamber and combustion will 

accordingly be incomplete.  A second type of flame stabilizer commonly 

used, the can combustor, consists of a perforated tubular-shaped struc- 

ture closed at ti.t upsUx-iiiii end to provide a quiescent piloting region. 

The combustibles are ignited stagewise through the perforated holes. 

A correlation of sore nf the parameters affecting can combustor design 

has been made by Zelinski (Ref. 15).  Since combustion chamber flow is 

everywhere subsonic  conditions downstream at the nozzle entrance may 

be propagated upstreur.i to the diffuser after being modified by heat 

addition and drag.  Combustion and flow phenomena are thus coupled, 

and under some circumstances such a system can become unstable, lead- 

ing to burning under conditions of violent pressure and flow oscilla- 

tion.  One result of this interrelation is that the combustor inlet, 

flow Mach number is dependent upon combustion efficiency and vice 

versa.  For purposes of analysis, however, Ihis coupling effect may 

be ignored, and analyses performed merely on the basis of an ass'.ir.or' 

enthalpy change m the combustion chamber; this enthalpy value may be 

estimated by considering the combustion of as much fuel as is required 

at a given combustion efficiency to obtain the required heat release. 

Combustion efficiency is thus introduced into engine performance cal- 

culations after the gas dynamic force balances across the engine have 

been completed. 

Calculation of the flow conditions between the exit and the in- 

let of the combustion chamber now proceeds as outlined in Section 2. 
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f.'jtr.burft i:)u t- MM'.II iv i.'kon »■■ '.•«.• «j'jj at constant sass flew and cross- 

se<-tlciiai art1;)  i i wider ;.: permit of the initial and final stream 

..-. '.< :s b-. ...t, • *• - Latv^. on the basis oi energy change at constant 

stream thrust.  The energy change is described in terms of the in- 

crease of S  from an Initial value related to the inlet tot«l tempera- a 
turr to a final value corresponding to the required heat release. 

By Eq . (67) the burned gas stream thrust is 

%     -     *a Sa 0(MV (109) 

the subscript (o) now being dropped. 

But *„ 
P2 A2  2 

f*Z 

whence 

" Po A, 8, —— 0(M)h . (110) 

x2 

h    *2 A2 w2 

The exit 3trcaic thrust of a parallel-walled combustion chamber 

must equal the inlet stream thrust less the combustor drag, since wall 

forces (except friction) have no component In the direction of flow. 

The inlet stream thrust and the drag may be written respectively as 

f2  = P2 A2(l + Y Ul}   • (111) 

and 

Db  " p2A2Vnr (112) 
D 

whence 

'fb " h  - Db 
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= 0OOb P2 A2 82 
VTt 

2  2 

(cDb - 2) y «- 
(113) 

Collecting together the functions involving M-, and eliminating common 

terms, one has 

M2 

1 - (Cn - 2) y -4 
0(M)b . (114) 

Unfortunately It Is not possible to sclve this latter relation explic- 

itly for either M„ or M., even for a fixed value of i.he drag, so that 

it is generally necessary to fix M. at a value corresponding to the 

selected exit nozzle area ratio, and then to use afferent values of 

M. in succession to find corresponding values oi  ■ f yt.   ) for a 

fixed geometry, variable flow engine. Otherwise '!, nay be fixed and 

various successive values of IL chosen so that corresponding values uf 

(S / VT+ ) "^y he  found for a fixed flow, variable geometry engine, a   t2 

In the case of a practical engine, it is more convenient to determine 

the relation between (S / VT. ), M. and M_ by experiment. At first 

sight it may appear ^nat the correlation between M2> ILi and (S /yT. ) 

is a variable one by virtue of the change of C_ with operating condi- 
b 

tions.  In many practical cases C-. will indeed be found to alter, but 
b 

t'iis change can be expresiied as a function of M_, from which it may be 

seen that the left-hand side of Eq. (114) will still be solely a func- 

tion of M„, whereas the right-hand side will remain a function of 

(Sft/ yT    ) and IL~wh4"h are already fixed by the engine exit nozzle 

geometry. Thus even where Cn is variable, and Eq. (114) is incapable 
ub 

of being solved explicitly, a unique experimental relation may be 

established between (S / yrT~) and M_ for a given exit nozzle size. 
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If this relation is plotted, values may be taken from the curve for 

u<?e in subsequent calculations, and the curve may also be adjusted for 

use with other sizes of exit nozzles.  As the product of (S/^T. ) 

and "(H). appears on the right-hand slue of Eq. (114), a new value of 

(8 / j'T ) may be found such that th^ new 000. , corresponding to the 
a     Xn o 

new nozale size times the new (S / v'T. ), equals the old product of 
a   z2 

(S / \fF~~)  and 0(M). , and therefore corresponds to the same M«.  In 
a ' to        b & 

this manner one may form a new correlation between values of (8 / ^T~) 

and M„ for a different exit nozzle area.  Within the limits of experi- 

mental error, data currently available support such correlations. 

The relations listed immediately abov have now defined condi- 

tions upstream of the exit from Step 6 back to Step 4 (see page 93), 

but the flow at the entrance to the combustor still needs to be related 

to that at the diffuser exit, with some attention paid to the effect of 

fuel addition.  If the latter is ignored, one may equate the flow at 

Station u to that of Station 2 on a basis corresponding to continuity 

at the same total temperature: 

A2 PtJ(.P/Pt)wJ2- Ad PtJ(P/Pt)w]d  . (115) 

M. may be related to M„ as soon as values are assigned to A, and Ad, 

»nd the relation of P  to P  known.  This ratio, (P. /P. ), expresses 
x2 *d r2 *d 

the subsonic diffuser efficiency in the form of the total pressure re- 

covery from Stations d to 2.  If iuel is added either contra-stream or 

co-stream at less than stream velocity, the stream total pressure will 

be reduced slightly, as the force needed to accelerate the fuel must 

be balanced by a pressure gradient set up in the air stream.  (The 

magnitude of this total pressure loss is small, amounting to only 0,7 

per cent for a volatile fuel injected cross-stream r.t a fuel to ..ir 

ratio of 0.06 into an air stream whose Mach number is 0.4.) 



■tnp: HU t <>>'mal 

Will.'. M,,   1'i'i'su:.   M,  correlation   Is  cor'    ;-.cd with  that  of  M„ 
?isus  It,   and   the   icaucutürc  parameter   (S / y^,   )•  a single  relation v a 10 

t 

>xist  between . Ht     LUUiuuaiii 
— < V. ~ , ^ 1 „ *      AMÄUtnn' 

he exit cordltions in terms of (S/ l/T. ).  If required, the total 
2 

pressure ratio across the coiubuator, (i\ /!'  ), ma'/ be obtair.ej from 

- b  d 

M , *L , and (S / vTl )•  Tno e*it stream thrust '*. may also be ex- 
d   D        a '    10 D 

pressed either in te^ms of total pressure, a Mach number function 

(IP ) , aad urea, or as a product of mass rlow, air specific impulse, 
t n 

and the Mach number function 0{M).     The air flow is in turn expressible 

in terras of inlet total pressure, inlet total temperature, Inlet area, 

and the Mach number function [(P/Pt)w], thus: 

b  t,    t . b     b 
(S / V?    ) 

I  a   x2 
(p/Pt) 8 Ad 0(M)b ,    (116) 

whence 

(Pt /P  ) 
lb ld <VV (P/Pt) w 

x  b      z 
(117) 

Since 

0 00, 
(f/Pt) 

= 27J53-CA/A >b 

w Pa7 VT7)(Ad/Ab)    [<P/Pt) *    (A/A*)fc]/(1.253). 

(118) 

Values of (P /P  ) may be plotted as parametric contours on curves of 
lb xd 

the earlier M , (S / ^T. ) and M. relations if ehe value of M. Is kept 

fixed. 
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Figures 39 through 41 show the characteristic curves of soiue 

typical can-type ccnbustors.  In Fig. 39, H. Is plotted against 

(8 / yt    ) 0(M)b; here M. varies over a considerable range (0.45 to » 

nean valOe of about 0.7), corresponding to a change of (8^/ yf~ ) fro« 

about 3.8 to 5.5, aud of 0(M)b from 1.269 to 1.347. These data are ob- 

served to correlate onto what is nearly a single curve, even though the 

nozzle throat area has been changed from 65 to 70 per cent of the com- 

bustion chamber area corresponding to the above change of 0(M), the 

combustion chamber temperature level has been more than doubled, and 

the engine pressure level has been varied by a factor of nearly ten. 

07 

■ 
I 0.6 

0.9 

0» 

«A/AT 
D 

..63% 

-70% 

6 7 • 

Fig. 39      Correlation of Combusior Inlet and Exit Moch Number for Can Combuttor 
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Fig. 40      Can Combustor Gas Dynamic Flow Correlation for Exit Nozzli Throat 
Area Equal to 65 Per Cent of Combustion Chamber Area 
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Fig. 41      Can Combuslor Gas Dynamic Flow Correlation for Exit Nozzle Throat 
Area Equal to 70 Per Cent of Combustion Chamber Area 
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The accuracy ol mis correlation shows how well one-dimensional theory 

may b<> applied to describe the phenomena.  For some purposes it is «ore 

convenient to set down the data so that the diffuser Mach number Is 

plotted against the temperature parameter (S / 1/T  ) , with nozzle area a   t2 

fixed, it is ais;o possible to cross-plot value's of the total pressure 

ratio across the ocahuRtor along lines of equivalent combustor drag. 

Figures 40 and 41 illustrate the behavior of the combustor, again with 

nozzle area ratios of 65 and 70 per cent. The smaller exit nozzle will 

be observed to be associated with lower diTfuser exit Mach numbers for 

a given value of the temperature parameter, together with a lower total 

pressure loss during combustion.  The total pressure losses Indicated 

in these figures are made up of the following: 

1. Friction and turbulence losses during subsonic diffusion 

between the plane where the combustion chamber Joins the 

diffuser and that representing the full combustion chamber 

area, 

2. Friction and drag losses caused by the presence of flame- 

holders and fuel Injectors, and 

3. Momentum losses caused by heat addition. 

In the cases illustrated, about 9 per cent of the available total pres- 

sure is considered to have been lost as a result of heat addition, and 

2 or 3 per cent because of subsonic diffusion, the rest (about 12 per 

cent) resulting from flameholder drag.  Combustion system total pres- 

sure losses are generally lower if the air stream is first diffused to 

a low Mach number and use is then made of a baffle combustor of low 

drag.  The experimental correlation of diffuser exit Mach numbers and 

temperature parameters for a baffle combustor of average drag, with a 

nozzle area ratio of 70 per cent, indicates a minimum total pressure 

loss of only about 18 per cent, instead of the 20  per cent minimum for 

the earlier can burner results, with a burner drag corresponding to be- 

tween 6 and 7 velocity heads, instead of to bc*weer. S and 30.  This 

lower pressure loss is of great significance in engines required to 

operate at low flight Mach numbers (subsonic values to about 1.7). and 
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of lesser i <nificance up *o a Mach num'uer (if about 9.  5.  At higher 

flight Mach numbers aerodynamic total pressure losses of 25 to 50 per 

cent in the diffuser so far exceed those in the combustor that only a 

minor improvement in performance is obtained by reducing the burner 

drag. 

Consideration of combustor operation is here limited to the 

aspects affecting over-ail engine design, as combustor operation is 

more fully covered in TG 370-9 and 10.  Theoretical therraochemically- 

predicted combustion total temperatures and values of S are shown in 

Figs. 42 and 43.  In the first figure, the effect of dissociation 

(which has not been taken into account) will be to bring about a smooth 

transition between the portions of the curves on either side of the 

stolenlonetrie fuel-to~air ratio. The only further aspect of combus- 

tion to be covered here is the utilization of either the results of a 

given test or of theoretical data on combustor operation in the pre- 

diction of over-all engine performance. Combustion performance enters 

into over-all calculations in two ways, (a) by setting the fuel flow 

needed lu effect a desired value of combustion temperature as defined 

by S , and (b) by limiting the maximum temperature ratio obtainable 

from a power plant through a limited total heat release. The first 

limitation affects the efficiency at less than maximum engine power 

output; the second is equivalent to limiting the maximum available 

power (thrust), whatever the fuel consumption.  Both theory and experi- 

ment show the combustion behavior to be a function of flow velocity, 

inlet temperature, combustion pressure, and equivalence ratio for a 

given fuel.  This behavior varies for fuels of different types, but 

is relatively insensitive to minor variations within a given type. 

The paraffin hydrocarbons from propane through decane exhibit a very 

sir liar behavior for equivalent mixture states.  II It» possible by 

means of either the theory outlined in TG 370-9 and 10 or experiment 

to obtain a correlation between combustion heat release (as expressed 

in terms of a combustion specific impulse) anrt equivalence ratios for 

various inlet temperatures, velocities, and pressures. The flow ve- 

locity or Mach number has been shown to be dependent on both the area 

ratio between the combustion chamber and the exit nozzle, and on the 
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Fig. 42      Theoreticol Effective Temperature Rise without Dissociation 
Doto tok#n from R»f. 17. 
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Fig. 43      Theoretical Air Specific impi/Ue, S0, vtr»ut Equivalence Ratio, 
(E.R.) for Varioui Inlet Temperatures, Tf 
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latin .*. final und initial gas temperature (or S^) states.  One can 

there lore eliminate me ini»t fim» vclixMty s~ a v«iiable for an engine 

usint; i fixed are:, exit r.o^le, because this velocity has a particular 

value for each operating («uint and only this value need be considered. 

The pitssure «nd temperature of the stream of given velocity are 

uniquely <ieterminna by the quantities of mass flow and total tempera- 

ture which are more easily observed and controlled.  The final (and 

most convenient) correlations »re th°n effected; these am based r>n & 

fixed combustion chamber exit area, »nd relate combustion efficiency to 

equivalence ratio at a fixt  value of total temperature.  It Is possi- 

ble to draw auxiliary scales superimposed on such a plot in order to 

relate (Sn/ y'T» )to T) and equivalence ratio ,  Calculated or experi- 

mental data are then plotted in terms of engine air flow.  Pressure 

appears in the siass flow parameter, and the effect of temperature is 

shown by a comparison of separate figures plotted for various appro- 

priate values of total temperature. 

Figures 44 through 46 show such experimental test data for a 

piloted can-type burner operated at Inlet total temperatures of 150°, 

300° and 450°K respectively, for a wide range of air flow conditions. 

The required values of (S / y^ ), engine air flow, and total tempera- 
si   t2 

ture can be entered in these curves, interpolating where necessary to 

determine the equivalence ratio needed to produce the required combus- 

tion temperature (measured as S). Total fuel flow Is computed from ft 
the product of air flow into equivalence ratio and from the stoichlo- 

metric fuel-to-alr ratio.  In cases where either test or theoretical 

data are lacking for the purpose of correlating the equivalence ratio 

with an actual operatlrg condition, a reasonable approximation io 

likely performance may be secured by selecting the equivalence ratio 

required for complete combustion, rnd then increasing the fuel flow by 

dividing by a combustion efficiency based upon similar engines operated 

under comparable conditions.  To do this it is necessary to employ the 

theoretical curve relating S to equivalence ratio, ab presented In 
ft 

Fig. 43,using a value of Sa  determined from the r^qulr?-.' engine 

value of (S / ]/T    ) and inlet total temperature, to obtain an equlva- 
a   t2 
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■ : s .      This   theoretics i 
lent)   I'.iotor   to  yield   the 

100 - 

6.4 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 1.2 
Equivalence Ratio (E.R )0 

Hg.  44       Typical Combustion Efficiency Correlation for T, -  150° F 

^A recent survey paper by Dugger (Ref. 16) summarizes many Of the com- 
bustion problems ot present-day ramjet engines. 
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Fig. 45       Typical Combusriun Cnli-iv...:/Correlation for T,      300'F 
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Fig.  40       Typicol Combustion Efficiency Correlation for T,  = 450  F 
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I 1  Tin' KM L :«'ozzle 

Tii■■ i-xii nozzle is generally of the de Laval type, although at 

ti~.cs only ihe ('»nver«"nt part oi the nozzle n«=>ed be used if the exit 

flow Mach number is only required to be sonic or subson.x.  It Is 

essentially a matchup device fitted to the discharge er,d of the com- 

bustion chamber and serves to choke the latter by building uy  (..essure 

to match the available diffuser pressure at the flow conditions of cap- 

tured air flow and engine exit temperature.  The divergent side of the 

11 >/zli  erves to expand ti.= combustion gases to a supersonic velocity 

and correspondingly low temperature and pressure, and under such con- 

ditions  the output of the conbustor is independent of downstream at- 

mospheric conditions.  In the limiting case, the throat area of the 

exit nozzle may approach that of the coobustioi. chamber; such an 

arranger' it is known as "straight-tailed" or "unconstricted."  (This 

could correspond to the setting up of a thermal throat.)  Flow through 

the nozzle is nearly isentropic if it is uncooled.  For one-dimensional 

flow the inlet and exit Mach numbers are simply determined by the fol- 

lowing Mach number relationships: 

A  A,  ~ -5—   (subsonic portion), (lit)) 
C  b (A/A )b 

and 

A A   -  1—  (supersonic portion). n?n) 
C  e    (A/A )c 

" value has already been assigned to VL    and thus to 0(M).  fEq.(114)] , 

and this value of >', . when used in Eq. (lit'), will define the area ratio o 

oi the converging section of cite exit nozzle. 
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' ',    i ■ .! i ; -.it inn ,.| t hi" 'vivi'xp:' nded and underexpanded 

.-. '  ! ! - j' i i v i n> i y !•;■.. ;■:• ; '. o i im-. Ins in a combination 

■ i ■   ;■•■■•■■ ■ ■! i:■ -i' add 11 i.MI H i i h it; i he ramjet (which affects 

• ... p.—a: -' !:;<■-! rcii'i d uii' exit nt'/.v: le) and flight altitude (which 

."'. ■ :•-.:■■■ • « ",. ..■:;; v ;! ,,;.:-.: ;ure,) .  Nozzle shapes f"r parallel is"-- 

ii-'pK  : i IJ. iwi ." ' unpuliM! by various methods, including the "method 

.; i a.ü'ai' 11 r . -x ii >" .  The resulting designs afford theoretical (ideal) 

values ..{ exit tiiiuil . apart 1 row the momentum loss QUO :U  skin trie- 

ii iii. winch is approximately 1 per -rent of the *otai, but the minimum 

length ol ouch an ideal nozzle tends to come out excessive in terms of 

available space.  Since an ideal divergent design is therefore longer 

than is generally acceptable, the subsonic convergeneu is often made 

more rapid that, the ideal   This may cause a separation of flow at the 

thi oat, leading to a reduced confident of discharge with nonuniforia 

f'"» i" t hle «supersonic section.  If there were no need for further ex- 

pansion, a sonic jet would be perfectly efficient, but this is modi- 

lied by supersonic expansion and may be less efficient than the ideal 

because of nonuniformity of the entering flow.  Figure 47 illustrates 

the theoretical reduction of efficiency which occurs when a family of 

supersonic isentropic nozzles are shortened to less than the le-igtns 

required to produce parallel flow at the exit. 

Since exit nozzles do not in practice give rise to isentropic 

one-dimensional flow, the coefficient of discharge--which depends to 

a considerable extent on the inlet geometry—is always less than unity, 

so that the realizable exit thrust will be below the theoretical v^lue. 

The principal loss arises from the existence of a radial component in 

the exit velocity, smaller losses occurring as ;> result of nonuniformity 

of tie exit velocity and as an effect of skin friction  This drop of 

actual exit jet thrust below the theoretical value is manifest in a 

drop of the static pressure acting on th° diverging nozzle area.  The 

effectiveness of a nozzle may thus be determined by «ithcr a direct 

experimental measurement of the thrust or of the pressure distribution, 

or by a calculation of the internal flow field, either within the noz- 

zle or across 'he exit jet  Figures 48 and 41) illustrate the effect 
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on actual n^rzie thrust efficiency of shortening the nozzle and vary- 

ing the divergence angle.  Further data on the efficiency of practical 

nozzles will be found in TG 370-13. 

The magnitude of the expansion area ratio (A /A ) to yield maxi- 

mum thrust thus involves the use of an optimum expansion angle which 

enables a compromise to be struck between excessive friction and ex- 

cessive expansion losses.  In an over-all force balance, the gross 

forward engine thrust will be made up of the rate of flow of momentum 

n: 
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through  IM I x'i  >.'./.if ihroai together with the Icrward acting cOta- 

;;<::H"t oi the wall u-»ut;c pressure summed over the expanding area of 

the exit nozzle.  This latter force attains * maximum when the expan- 

sion nozzle? area is extended until the gauge pressure acting on the 

added area reduces to zero.  External drag considerations, however, 

modify the optimum size of the exit nozzle since, for example, a gain 

of thrust at the expense of an equal increase of drag obviously pro- 

vides no net improvement .  The external drag will b«5 a «ninlm'"" 1* the 

nozzle exit area is the same as the combustion chamber, thereby avoid- 

ing the setting up of base or wave drag.  In this case, (A_/A) - 

(A. A).  It is impossible to satisfy this requirement for all possi- 

ble flight altitudes, unless a variable geometry nozzle is employed, 

so that expansion to an arbitrary area different from Ab results In 

the exit static pressure differing in general from the ambient pres- 

sure.  The simplest, type of variable geometry design is an inverted 

nozzle, having a movable center bouy, such a design is associated with 

difficulties in the way both of cooling and of rigidity.  If an ex- 

pansion to ambient pressure is required, the exit total pressure must 

first be obtained by following the total pressure change through the 

diffuser and the coir.bustcr; the ratio of the exit static to the total 

pressure th?n determines the exit Mach number, which in turn fixes the 

expansion ratio from nozzle throat to exit: 

(P/P.)   =  (Pft/Pt ) , 
x e      u  c 

and 

(Ae/Ac)  =  (A/A*)e 

The thrust of the exit jet •»ty tilth; be Ci"«jjutea Äio'u either Eq. 

(39) or Eq. (67), as given in Section 2, using Eq. (59) for expansion 

to the ambient static pressure, and Eq. (67) for expansion to the full 

area value. 

lit 
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i"g;r.j.-t Component Per format 

(121) 

*a Sn 0(M)o  -  P0 A0 *u(Sa/v17") ß(M)e .       (122) 

Those thrust vulaes are expressed on an absolute basis.  If they 

. •• required on a gau;;e basis, a force (A PQ), equal to the product of 

r aab lent static pressure in:o the exit area, must be deducted from 

i . rir'.it hand sjde.  Engine net thrust on a gauge basis may be found 

o.i a difference of the exit :,nd inlet forces. 

The additional loss of tngine thrust arising from nonone-dimen- 

.i.r;.lity of thermal energy (total temperature) in the exit stream has 

..i.i discussed by Badet* (Kef. !9).  There are likely to be regions of 

. .ryiir, fuel-air tatio or combustion efficiency in the burnt gas stream 

iowinj frow the combustoi .  A stream which has burned at a leaner than 

..>> a,,>.- iuel-air mixture or which has less than average combustion pf- 

Ijcicncy will thus have a lower value of S or of total temperature. a 
Su'tilarly, regions of t'reater heat release will have a higher S or 

.otal temperature.  An approximate calculation of this effect may be 

:v.de by considering a set of concentric streams differing stepwise 

,: on-, i-ach other in respect of total temperatur» or of S .  The loss of 
a 

.ni'iist may easily be demonstratei qualitatively for the case when ths 

i:at jet is considered to ccasist of a hot and a cold stream both at 

i::e sa?.e Mach number as tlie inlet flow.  The exit gauge thrust caused 

Ly the: cold gas will be equal to or less than its inlet thrust and it 

ill itake no net contribution to engine thrust other than drag (corre- 

sponding to diffuser losses and burner drag).  The engine will then 

operate with less tnan the optimum air flow and at a higher equiva- 

lence ratio and will accordingly be less efficient.  The over-all fuel 

specific impulse of the engine will approximate, but will be lower thau, 
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.'.,.:.   <   -!,;.!i    ii; ^ in.    .n'.il   Marli   number   may  lie   determined  b>   finding 

•Miüi  ..:    ine  i '(in t r i hu : i'. n.-i     I    Mi''   stream   tubes  .at   constant   local 

!   ia!    i .'iiuicrat;ui '<■ .   whn >■   equals   t ne   product   of   the-  averayj   total   tem- 

pera tun.    T     ',■■'■'•■'.   '*•■    hs-.iv   I'.iri.icm   oi    tin.'   tutal   flow: 

Mm 
v   .■       T\     m p.      t        l 

T\   i   tfi.   c t ID. 
1 - 1 

T 
. -   m.   <■ l     p l • l 

(123) 

st a t ii    pres sun- . 

;>•■! unit time may be expressed in terms of Mach number, 

and total temperature as follows: 

A. P g 
i 

VT 
*i 

Unit 

P W i. c   A V T. 
O   l '  t: . 

1*1       1 

P * -. c .V(l/VTt_ 

Ai VTt. 

P.V^V 
(124) 

i!i" thrust of the air stream may be obtained bv summing the thrust 

contr ibut ions oi '.he stream tubes: 

^F    b-  (KM) L m.  " r. ci,(S )  0(M) r   .      i     .  i  a .     e 
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L.   V A.   w(S     \   r, >     fl(M) 
t     * * *   1 e 

P  0(M)     8 i.  A4(l/|^fT) e       i     i tt 

iut   (S      V'T  )   is  .->   function nade up  larjely of ge s constants since 

|/2(y + 1)  R T.  /I W- 
liieipfnre 

i  *   «    i   L     y      Ji 

£  A^l/K^T) 

This expression may be simplified if V, c , R, and y are considered 

constant; 

S - e     s      r       y 
£ A.(l/^T~) 

1 zi 

(125) 

If Eq. (124) is divided by VW1,   there follows 

f% 
K\ V'f\ 

L  A. (1/ VTT") 
i        xi 

If this latter equation is now divided into Eq. (125), there results 

the ratio of the actual thrust to that produced by a one-dimensional 

stream of the same energy: 
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:\ '•, 
l. :\    A )| - T  T 

1  «• 
1 

:-.  .. ', !i, i-ii.>. i DU a ui'uss; temperature profile when, r"r ex- 

:■ ' ' ! i he i'Ml jet area is at twice tup mean temperature 

tin other half is at half the mean temperature, ttius satisfying 

.'i ) ii, n s,;ii'i: to constancy of heat release.  E.iLcring these 

- ,;.;,■ i;,,. (124). 

Sa 1 1 
3" a  |    (1/2) (y2 + P0.5)    1.061 

Thus there is approximately a 6 per cent loss of thrust In this simple 

case.  Calculation of th'J thrusl loss for actual combustion systems is 

further cor.plieatec! by dissociation phenomena that occur during burn- 

ing at elevated temperatures and by changes in the values of Y,  c , 

and R with temperature and ga» composition, as indicated earlier. 

The equations presented so far are useful only when „otal tem- 

perature distributions are known.  If it is desired to calculate the 

effective thrust available from burning known amounts of fuel in vari- 

ous parts of the air stream, the following procedure needs to be fol- 

lowed i.i order to deduce the stream temperatures and stream thrusts 

from the local equivalence ratios.  It is assumed that the ccmbustor 

has been designed on u   one-ditnonsi ona 1 flow basis and that all f1o<y 

areas and Mach numbers and the equivalence ratio are fixed.  The thrust 

having been determined for one-dimensional tiow, it is desired to cal- 

culate the thrust loss that would result if the hot burned gases wei-e 

not mixed with the remaining throughput.  Nominal one-din.ensional 

values exist for T. , v   , (E.R.), M , and o (the fraction of the 
l0  c e 

mroughput initially heated); the nominal value of S    corresponds 
*•.'«. i 

to i] (E.R.).  The heat, however, is added to only a fraction o of the 

flow and this fraction burns at an equivalence ratio of (E.R.)0/o . 

IK 
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The ratio of exit thru»i> may now be round iron 

uni     a    * aunl 

actual - *a »«>. [° \J|(1 - o)<2-388 /%>] 

whence 

actual 

^uni 

a  8. ♦ 2.382 VT~(1 - o) 
*uni        *0 

(127) 

*unl 

This reduction of effective thrust can be regarded as a reduc- 

tion An effective; combustion efficiency for a particular chosen engine 

operating condition.  Figure 50 shows this loss of effective combus- 

tion efficiency in a combustion system burning kerosene at an inlet 

100 

«o 

| 

»   «0 

_ »—^^^^^—, 

/ /n 
/os 
4 

/o.T 1 

0 
f 0S Fig. 50 Ptrctntag« Lot* of Apparent 

Combustion Efficiency Due to 

Nonmixtd Exit Jtt 

20 «o to «0 
f(f Ptrctntaot 01 A'> At  T, =400° f ) 

WO 

total temperature of 400 F. The effective thrust loss Is greatest for 

engines operating at low equivalence ratios where only a small fraction 

of the over-all flow, numerically equal to the equivalence ratio, is 



!,t-.-li.-ii f.i • i . nil ist !o>.   The residue of i he air not Involved tn combus- 

tion Is ncrmally by-passed aroupn the combustion space and mixed with 

the products of combust ior-,, the process being similar to that occurring 

In a turbojet combustion system.  Ii may be noted that this reduction 

of combustion efficiency is a factor to be applied to a calcu ,t*Mi fuel 

specific impulse or c-r.bustlon efficiency.  For lean mixtures, in spite 

of a certain amount of loss due to nonmlxlng. v.he fuel specific im- 

pulse- usually optimize at values of  y  less than rtci^hionetrl. »o 

that an optimum engine design will still be similar to one with uni- 

form exit flow. 

No compensation factor is needed for nonone-dimensionality of 

the exit stream when the exit jet thrust is measured directly for the 

determination of combustion efficiency. In the case of experimental 

combustion efficiency evaluation from thrust, the thrust losses from 

jet tior.one-djn-.rnsi.vr.alitics ct all kinds are included in the combus- 

tion efficiency. 

A further problem in the design of the exit nozzle results from 

the fact that the high temperature of the gases leaving the combustion 

chamber exposes the nozzle to a considerable flux of heat from both con- 

duction and radiation, which may caus» it to fail structurally.  Consid- 

erable effort has therefore been expended in an endeavor to develop 

suitable nozzle materials to withstand the high temperatures of the 

gases issuing from the combustion chamber.  For example, while a 

nickel-cobalt steel alloy may melt in the range 2500-2600°F, while 

retaining its strength up to 2000 F, the melting point of molybdenum 

Is approximately 4750 F, with an upper stress limit at about 3000°F. 

Another approach is to increase the reflsctlvity of the subsonic and 

ti-roat sections by coating them with such metals as gold or platinum. 

Alternatively, a combustion chamber cooling shroud may be designed to 

afford relief by spilling an annulus of cooler air onto the nozzle, 

but this arrangement mav result in a reduction ol the effective throat. 

li.0 



RAMJET PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 

me object of this section is to show how the basic thermo-iy- 

numic calculations of a ramjet engine are made.  The various engine 

arr:.::g£»cr.tG which can be chosen for specific requirements are first 

considered, and from these the one having the beat Xiniuc of Mii>. is 

picked.  Some arrangements may be found which *111 produce high fuel 

economy only at the design poi>•'<., uLUers »ill provide an acceptable 

performance over a wide range of speeds or power outputs.  The main 

requirements and indices of merit for engine performance will arise 

from considerations of engine application presented In a later chapter. 

Typical requirements will be stated here without extensive discussion, 

as tnerc are a number of inevitable compromises that arise In the de- 

sign ol engines for any purpose. These arise from requirements of 

usage, from problems of installation and from the conflicting require- 

ments for high performance presented by the various major components. 

5.1 Thrust Performance 

The useful output of a ramjet engine Is the net difference be- 

tween the forward-acting reaction on the engine set up by the ejection 

of the exhaust gases and the drag associated with the air flow capture 

at inlet.  This result is expressed either as a net thrust or as a 

dimcnsionless coefficient Cf , the sain inlet and exit flow relation« 

having been developed in Sections 2 and 3. Application of these rela- 

tions requires the selection of values for the two Independent gas 

dynamic variables, flight Mac I number M. and temperature parameter 

(S /t/T+ )> ln addition to the need to detail the engine geometry. 
a r t0 

These relations, togetho*- with the ambient condition:-;, determine con- 

ditions within the combustor, and allow the selected temperature parame- 

ter to be translated Into an operating fuel-to-aii ratio by Be-r.s of 

13 
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the  r,;T.ii ii ri'iu-s oi :i.. burner which 1 elate the combusticr. effl- 

i H ,,, , t-.> t hi >t !•• air. 1 lo* s t >te . 

The mechanics ,)t rn Iculnt i<v» proceed in a straightforward man- 

ner from the function of t lie diffuser and combustor, using theoretical 

lel.itims or lest • Milts such as those s» iwn in Figs. 36 to "»H for 

il„ diffuser, and Fijrs. 10, 41 and 44 to 46 for the combustor.  A re- 

latHMsiup su. i' •-.-. thai of Eq. (1.14), or test results euch as those 

shown i!, Fin. 3;i. »ill yield the required relationship oetween tue 

i'üiasv»' c:;it V>'h !u«mtv>r M and the temperature parameter.  One «ay 

then determine the air rio  capture by means of Eq. (96>, or from test 

results such as those shown tn Fig. 38.  The air capture Seterwlnes 

the inlet drag, as given by Eq. (98) or by experimental results, as 

shown in Fit;. :*7- The xit force is determined from the selected 

value of (S / ^Tt), the air capture is found for the diffuser, and the 

exit nozzle performance is then found from Eq. '120).  The exit and 

inlet force» may be converted to a gauge basis by subtraction of the 

ambient static pressure force on the projected surfaces, or expressed 

as coefficients by division by the product of a reference area Into 

the dynamic pressure; they are thus functions of the flight Mach num- 

ber, (S / AIT    ), and the external pressure level, but normalizing them 

by dividinf by q„ results in values which are independent of the pres- 

sure level.  Different ways of plotting these three variables of flight 

Mach number, tfrust coefficient and air capture ratio, are shown in Figs 

51 ?»d I".  Each figure thus completely represents the gas dynamic be- 

havior of the engine under all conditions, but neither includes any In- 

formation as to how the exit pas temperature is to be obtained. 

It is clear from an inspection of Fig. 51 that the thrust co- 

efficient varies weakly with the freestrcam Mach number and strongly 

with the value of (S / VT, ).  In addition, the lines of constant 
a    0 

(S / |/f" ) relating Mn to C_ show three types of engine inlet aerody- 
'   'o 

r.jitic  behavior.     Above  the   line   vA,./A, ) *     i  the  thrust rises 
u  1 max 

only slightly because of the reduction of engine air flow due to inlet 

spillover with an increase in (S / */T    ).  Below this curve the VYV 
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I» >M tO t.t 
FruilriaiK  Mach Numb«r,M0 

Fig   SI      Effecl of Frtestrtam Mach Numfatr and Engint Temperatur« 
Parameter on Thrust Cotfficitni 

i.« to .'..« 
FriMlrcom Mach Number,Mo 

Fiq. 52      Effect of Freestreoiti Mach Number and Engine Ttupsrafure 
Parameter on Thrust Coefficient and Airflow Capturs Area 

Ratio 

L2: 
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(S /'i/T, ) curves c.chibit two types of behavior, depending on whether 
a \    t ti 

or not the flight speed is above or below the value for which the ob- 

lique snüct from the spiki  4p just falls within the Inlet.  As long 

as tne obivqu"? shock is ?   ". Jf the Inlet, an increase in the Mach 

number reduces spillover between the oblique shock and the inlet lip, 

so that the air fie.-- captured increases more rapidly than does the 

speed.  This increase is reflected in the rise '»f exit thru«;t or 

thrust coefficient with Mach number until full air ilow capture is 

obtained.  Above this speed no supersonic spillover occurs, ai \  the 

inlet capture area becomes fixed, leading to only a linear   jzaase in 

the air flow with increaping speed.  As the dynamic pressure increases 

as the square of the speed, the net thrust coefficient drops off in 

tnt rat?" of the increase of air flow with dynamic pressure, or in- 

versely as the Mach number.  This simplified picture is somewhat 

complicated by the relationship between inlet drag and mass flow cap- 

ture so that as one moves above the (A„/Ai)    « 1  line the air U  i max 

flow and inlet force coefficient both fall off.  For most diffusere, 

this fall in the inlet force coefficient is enough to offset the thrust 

reduction caused by lessened air capture, and a small, but at times 

useful, increase in thrust is obtained by subcritical diffuser opera- 

tion.  Figure 52 thus shows the aerodynamic aspects of the engine be- 

havior better than Fig. 51, as it is easier to sL w the variation of 

subsonic inlet flow with the temperature parameter (S/yTT ) which a r    tQ 
largely determines (An/A,)   ; this results in linet. of constant thrust 

coefficient becoming lines sloping in general down to the lower right 

from the upper left, with break«' in slope and spacing on passing throueh 

region of different rates of air flow change.  Figure 51 is simpler to 

inteipret from the thrust output point of view, while Fig. 52 repre- 

sents tL.e aeroUyu&sic and thermodynamic picture more directly. 

Pressure and temperature (in addition to the temperature parame- 

ter) must be fixed in ordor to set the fuel flow or the equivalence 

ratio required to produce a given value of (8 /^T^j) • If combustion 

wer« always perfect with no changes due to dissociation, one could ob- 
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Fll;.      11, i would   Um.-: eed  to  fix  only T   ,   M,. ,   and   (S   / I/T~~)   to ob- 
v U a      '      lj-i 

lain the fu"l-air i at in needed to produce ;» given thrust coefficient. 

Siüi'c cvmbusticr. cffii-ic '!■!■ ■•■ .<-< •;•• fact sonewhat pressure-sensitive, 

one must also fix the ambient pressure P-, which thus enables the com- 

bust n.h pressure tu be determined from the relationship between ambi- 

ent pressure, flight Mach number, and the diffuser recovery.  If, for 

instance, one were to set the ambient pressure and temperature to that 

corresponding to NACA Standard Day conditions at an altitude of 30,000 

feet, one could combine the relationship between (S / VTQ and the 

equivalence ratio shown in Figs. 44, 45, and **d with Figs. 51 or 52 to 

obtain the thrust coefficient in terms of equivalence ratio.  If the 

LTlVCr. a lues for (S / |/T  ) T  , and the air weight flow are entered 
0    0 

into Figs. 4 1. 45, or 46, the corresponding equivalence ratio may be 

derived, as shown in Fig. 53 for the given conditions.  These equiva- 

lence ratio LUIves could also have been plotted on Fig. 52 but for the 

0.7! 

A|«225in* 
MQ* 2.2 For Shock On Rim 
NACA Standard Day 

u. 
o 

? 0.50 

JE 

0.25 

Freestream Mach Number, M0 

Fig. 53      Relationship of Equivalence Ratio to Thrust Coefficient 
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resulting multiplicity of grid lines.  If the temperature level at the 

,;iver. lliu"' altitude were changed, engine thrust would be affected 

because of the effect of init i lumper?ture on S  for burning at a 

fixed equivalence ratio, resulting from the change of combustion 

efficiency and the increase of T   in (S /|/T. )'.  The general result t0     a r tQ 
is that while S increases slightly as the inlet total temperature Is 

varied, the thrust falls because of the correspondingly greater in- 

crease of the root of the inlet total temperature in tue denominator 

of the temperature parameter term.  Figure 51 shows the over-all effect 

FrtMtreom Mach Numb«r, Ma 

Fig. 54 Effect of Ambient Temperature on Thrust C -.fficient ot 
Constant Altitude of 30,000 Feet and Equivalence Ratio 
of 0.8 

of ambient temperature on the engine described in Figs. £»1 through 53, 

as obtained by contrasting the thrust coefficient for a constant equi- 

valence r?.tio of 0.8 under Standard Hot, Standard Cold, and Standar4 
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Day conditions at 30,000 feet. This effect is large and can be quite 

serious fo, marginal power plants.  When the engine operating altitude 

is changed, two effects ppsue, caused respectively by pressure level 

and ambient temperature. At low altitude, higher temperatures gener- 

ally occur together with high'r pressures; combustion at low altitude 

is also generally more efficient because of the high .oresstire level, 

but the value of (S / Jt    ) is lower because of the greater propor- 
a " x0 

tional increase of T  over that of SR which generally Icids to a »■*» 
0 

duction of the thrust coefficient at sea level as compared to the value 

at tue base of the stratosphere. An Increase of altitude above the 

base of the stratosphere results in lower combustion pressures attended 

by reduced values of combustion efficiency and S, without any reduction 

in T  so that the thrust again falls. These further effects are shown 

in Fig. 55 for equivalence ratios of 0.3 and 0.8. Of note is the rapid 

decrease in thrust coefficient for reduced flight speed at an altitude 

(A0/At)  «I 

>ER.*0J0 

MM0*| 
S> tOfiOO > E.R.« 0.90 0 J 

Fig. 55      Effect of Altitude on Thrust Coefficient for NACA Stondord 
Day, at Constant Equivalence Ratio 
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of 50.000 feet arid an equivalence ratio aX 0.8, due to the fact that 

the fall tr. combustion efficiency is thus large for a change cf mass 

flow or combustion pressure.  The change of combustion efficiency with 

altitude is less pronounced at im equivalence raiio of 0.3 and the 

slopes of tie corresponding C_ curves are more nearly the same. 

One may compute ramjet engine air flows at suitable points, and 

also values of fuel flow from the air flow and the equivalence ratio, 

as indicated by curves hucii as those ot Fie. 53.  Tii= .esultius rela- 

tions between fuel flow, flight Mach number and thrust may be plotted 

as in Fig. 56 to give the final engine performance relationships re- 

Fig   56 

Thrust Coefficient iur Various 

Fuel Flows w, at Constant Altitude 

i 
r o 

I 

 1 r 
NACA Standard 0a» 
A| = 206 in* 
22,TS° Con« 

- Altitud« 35,000 II 
/ 

Eovtlop* Of Currantly 
ArailoM* VMUM 

l.« IB ZO J2 
FrttitrtcM Mach Number, M, 

quired. Associated with each point on Fig. 56 *re a thrust and a fuel 

rate.  From the quotient of these parameters a figure of merit, I„, 

12R 
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rr.r   tool  specific   'mttulse,   may be  obtained  and plotted  as  shown   in 

Mi,,   57   10   indie«-;:   fhr-  ov»r-Rjl   efficiency  of   the  engine  by  tha   l&e 

of u/nUias of   I,  soperiapesed on the basic  grid of Fig.  53.     "he kinks 

ii   the  cuiv ;U   M, have Ir.re been  smoothed out. 

Fig   57      Fuel Specific Imf ills« for Typical Engine 

wiif, Fixed lnS*t ct,d   Ex't Geometry 

16 i» 2 0 2.2 2.4 
Fretitrtom Mach Numbtr, M0 

Optimum engine thrust efficiency corresponds to optimum I-, 

(which for the particular case shown occurs at a Mach number of 2.IS 

and 1  thrust coefficient of 0.535).  The locus of this optimum potnt 

i*s set by the shape of the combustion efficiency and the diffuser air 

flow curves.  As the particular engine design was set originally by 

considerations of thrust rather than of efficiency, the diffuser and 

combustor optimum design points do not coincide.  A higher impulse 

peaK value could have been obtained by arranging ta^. engine geometry 

so that the diffuser operated at peak pressure recovery while combus- 
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ticn took p.lace at maximum efficiency.  The choice, however, wan dic- 

tated by the possibility of obtaining greater thrust, by operating the 

romhustor at an equivalence ratio corresponding to higher than optimum 

combustion efficiency. Maximum thrust is seemed by Hatching the dif- 

fuser inlet ami combustor exit areas to the maximum available beat re- 

lease, rather than by achieving the most efficient combustion. A 

whole series of engine designs may thus be assembled from a coscbuator 

and a diffuser of given performance by adjusting inlet and exit areas 

to optimize economy at various points.  Figure 58 shows optimum fuel 

Fig. Si'      Fuel Specific Impulse (or Typical Engine 

with Variable Inlet and Exit Geometry 

I.« 20 Z.Z 
FrMilrMm Mach Number M. 

specific impulses associated with various values of design thrusts for 

engines having the diffuser and combustor performance shown in the 

preceding figures, but with inlet and exit area» adjusted fox- optimum 
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efficiency at each point. This figure thus represents the performance 

ui a variable geometry engine—if such could be built. A comparison 

of Figs. 57 and 58 shows in effect the penalty paid by a fixed geome- 

try engine for off-design performance. The fuel specific Impulses for 

the fixpd fcjuoaifctry engine r.pproach those for the variable geometry one 

at the optimum point, but fall 20 to 30 per cent below them at the ex- 

treme values of thrust coefficient and Mach number. 

5.2 Optimum Fuel Specific Impulse 

To find the optimum of the parameter of fuel specific impulse, 

it is first necessary to maximize the expression 

lt    '   Fnet/*f 

by specifying the thrust value F f; wf, the fuel flow, is thus re- 

garded as the variable.  Since w. is in turn a product of the engine 

air flow and the fuol-to-air ratio y, 

h 
F fnet 

*ay 

The two terms in the denominator must be related to each other through 

the medium of the thrust coefficient equation and the internal flow re- 

lationships for particular engine designs as characterized by their 

geometrical features.  These are implicit relations so that the char- 

acteristic design features must be such that values can be arbitrarily 

assigned to them in order io evaluate the required functions.  The deri- 

vations given below will show that these features are the diffuser exit 

Mach number, K„, and the ratio of nozzle exit area to combustion chamber 

area, (AVA_).  These are related to the equations for thrust coeffi- 
e A 

cient, diffuser flow, combustion chamber momentum balance, and exit noz- 

zle flow, as follows: 
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Vi 
(q/P)0A2 ^ %  0(>i)e " 2AT ~ 

Al     Ae 

2  A2(q/P)Q 
,  (128) 

A, [(P/Pt) S]o PtQ  - A, [(P/Pt) 8]a Pt2 f (lid) 

1 - (Cn  - 2)(q/P), 

(Sa//f^) 0(M)b , (ISO) 

and 

Ae -    n A2     . (131) 

One «ay evaluate (AVA,) from Eq. (129) In order to express it 

in terms of functions of UQ,  M-, and ij .: 

Al    \ 
2   to 

(P/Pt) w 

(P/Pt) $' 
JO 

(P/Pt) «1 
*  J2 

(P/Pt) «1 L  T  Jo 

Solving for (S / yt.   ) in Eq. (130), a   tQ 

<V»^>  - (ron;)- 
1 - (Cn - 2)(q/P) 

Entering this value into Eq. (128), along with Eq. (131), there 

follows 

CF(q/P)Q 

g0 "d [^Pt> »], 
[(P/Pt) *]   ' 

1 - (C„ - 2)(q/P) 
% 2 

"<*>b *2 
*»>. „ e ''e 
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2(q/P)0 n6 

I (p.p.) 81 
L L        J2 

(P/PTTST 
T     Jo 

This may be solved for 0(M)e/0(M)b to obtain 

0(M). (P/P,) 

0(M)b    ,e,d (P/Pt)2 [l - (CDb - 2><q/P)J 

l(p/pt) 8] 

(q/P)0 CF 

d fp/pt) SI p o 
L  x  Jo 

(133) 

Since ß, C-,  , Cj,, M0, M2> ijd, and tje have been fixed, the right 
b 

hand side of Eq. (132) may be evaluated by defining the particular re- 

lationship between 0OO_ and 000. that must be met if the engine is e       B 
to produce the required C_ at these conditions.  This relationship 

implicitly determines the throat area ratio (A„/A) because particular 

values for 0(M) and 000. correspond to each value of (A /A ) and 
CD 6  C 

(A2/Ac). (Either one ratio or the other will have been fixed so that 

they both change together as A  is varied.) As A is reduced below A , 

the exit stream becomes supersonic, and 000  also Increases with 11, 

but its rate of increase is slow.  The subsonic value of 0OOw like- 

wise increases with decreasing II but does so more rapidly; the ratio 

of 0(10 /'0(M)b is therefore unity for Ag - Aß - Ag, and decreases as 

A riiminishes.  Figure 59 shows this ratio plotted against the combus- 

tion chamber to exit nozzle area ratio, as obtained from Eq. (132). 

From the abscissa of this figure may be determined the exit nozzle con- 

traction ratio for the chosen value of (Ac/A2).  The value of IL which 

corresponds to this value of (A/A ) may then be found from Mach number 

tables in order to evaluate 0(M)b, which is then inserted into Eq. (130) 

to determine the value of (S / I/T7~) associated with the operating 
a r t2 
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value of M„ to give the prescribed C_.  A set of such calculations 

must be performed for various values of M„ to obtain corresponding 

valuer- of the temperature parampter,  *"!•■* ■flews for each anginc design 
are cu.-put'äd from the respective values of M_ by means of Eq. (129), 

and the corresponding fuel-to-air ratios are deduced from the values 

of (Ji„/■j/T )i as obtained above.  The value of the fuel specific im- 

pulse is then computed for ear'" <1«»<-1gn. and the values plotted agf.irst 

diffuser Mach number, inlet area capture ratio, equivalence ratio or 

exit nozzle throat area r?.tio, in order to find the relation of any 

one of these to the optimum fuel specific impulse.  Other values of 

the engine design parameters may also be determined from Eqs.(128) 

through (130)   Such an optimum value of I. if valid only for the 

selected value of (A /A„); if, therefore, (A /A_) is also a variable 

for optimization purposes, the process needs to be rp««ated for a 

range of values to select a further optimum as a function of this ratio. 
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Preceuing sec I ions have treated the general operation of engine 

components an.! the eq.;;; i i ;'■■.-- relating the flew state across each com- 

ponent.  I) is   tlu'i't-i.:)'!' possible, in principle at least, to combine 

various tiil fusers, curahuitin s , and exit "uzzicsi to produce fc wide 

variety of :.':^i:ies whi< !i may be operated under various conditions, 

since the u-'s dynamic aspects of engine design arc ricre amenable to 

analysis than are the structural aspects.  Although all design is in a 

sense iptiraization. the procedure discussed here involves a comparison 

netwvon various component designs, each optimized with respect to the 

demands upon it, in oidcr to select the oest compromise for the engine 

as a who]e . 

The three basic variables affecting the output of a heat engine 

are an intensive factor, the energy added per unit of vorking fluid, 

an extensive factor, the quantity of working fluid handled,and the 

effii iency of the cycle.  Once the choice of a ramjet cycle hu.n been 

made, various combinations of these factors are possible.  The practical 

variables ccrresponding to these are the temperature parameter (S / ^Tl) 

and the diffuser area ratio (A^/A,,).  There are other parameters which 

also need to be considered when a design is being calculated, but as 

these are either environmental (such as flight Mach number, pressure, 

and temperature) or experimental (such as burner drag), they are ir.i- 

Haily determined constants rather than dependent variables.  The dis- 

charge area of the exit, nozzle occupies a peculiar place in the calcu- 

lation, as does diffuser cowl drag, in that except for the considera- 

tion of external aerodynamic drag, it is at an obvious maximum when 

the gases have expanded t.o ambient pressure.  If the external drag is 

not tc he considered in the optimization of an engine, all designs 

will involve an expansion to ambient pressure.  On the r>+her hand, 

since the rate of change of thrust with area is zero when tue ambient 
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loubu'itioi i ' t >•.- iencv i' the course of tin' opt imiu.it ion procedure 

yiw^   4.'-   m-'iSi'T .-a:: '•• .ipsigncd for optlnsun combustion efficiency 

: it-'   fuel to air r.-.Mo indicated by the analysis.)  The likely range 

of diffuser exit Mach numbers »ill ta.ige from 0.250 down to 0.100 for 

i u' '...us tTigino designs  depending nn the temperature ratio across the 

ouuibustor.  ute jjn-aäure ratio across the combustor will also be such 

as to require expansion of the eases to substantially the full engine 

area to bring then close to ambient pressure *<t exit.  It will be con- 

venient to consider six values of diffuser exit Mach number from 0.100 

to 0.250, at intervals of v.'.025, and to evaluate the exit nozzle throat 

area nnd the temperature parameter (S,/ yt~7) from Eq. (132) for the re- 

quired value of thrust.  Combustor drag values may be chosen to be 2, 

6. and 12 combustion cnamber inlet velocity heads. These values corre- 

spond respectively to the drag range associated with either a buffle- 

lype burner at the diffuser exit, a can-type combustor placed wholly 

in the combustion chamber, or with the latter mounted within the dif- 

fuser near its exit. 

Six sets of calculations are then performed using the equation 

referred to, introducing in sequence the six values of M«! values of 

(A /A ) and NL for drag coefficients of 2, 6, and 12 are then deter- 

mined. Since it is assumed that the exhaust gases are to be reexpanded 

to full engf.ne area, A may be aret  equal to A„. The exit forces are 

next computed, except for the term * , which is determined when the 

e;cit is matched with an inlet corresponding to the assumed values of 

diffuser exit Mach number M„ from Eq. (129) for each of the values 

0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 for TJ.. There are thus nine famiMes of six seta of 

engine designs requiring various values» for the temperature parameter 

(S / ff.)   to be letermined from values of thrust coefficient, diffuser 

effi'lency, diffuser exit Mach number,and combustor drag. One may now 

select by interpolation frox each set the engine design yielding the 

desired thrust coefficient, and calculate the fuel flow and fuel spe- 

cific impulse for the selected thrust coefficient as explained in 

Section 2, page 31, and Section 5, page 132, and then plot these re- 

sulcs to determine the optimum fuel specific impale for «ach f?"<iiy. 

The resultant fuel specific impulse curves are shown in Figs. 60 
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Fig. 62      Effect of Burner Drag and Equivalence Ratio on Fuel 
Specific Impulse, rli * 0.7 

The design of an engine for optimum fuel specific Impulse with 

expansion of exit gases to ambient pressure instead of to the fixed 

nominal engine area would differ only in regard to the selection of 

the proper value of the area ratio (A /A_) which fixes the exit Mach 
e « 

number.  Since ß    is needed to obtain the ratio of the throat to com- 

bustor area, an approximate value must first bs employed to obtain a 

valve for the latter, since changes of ß    affect the design less than 

changes in (A /A„).  One may now proceed to determine other features 

of the engine design that depend on th* desired thrust. For example, 

the exit Mach number nuv be oDtainea trom 

(A/A*), 
A2 T c (133) 



and   ilic  exit   pressure   from 

(A./A9) „  ^M>e(
p/p

t) 
r-       —i—2_(s / yr ) 8 —(f/p 3 

e •    (134) 
e 

The quantities (A ,'A > . and (* ,'A ) (R /7 T  ) werf; found wh^n the orti- 
v.   Z 1   A     H.  f   X/\ 

mum viesi^r, for selected valuer of C„,   M, , and ^ was beintf established. 

The value of !  is found from (A/A )  by means oi äq, (lite), anu it is 
£ c 

.„,,.,, ,„ „,.,,...tc the functions of M  in En  (134).  The value of e 
(P /P,i) is .iot likely to turn out to be exactly 1.0, corresponding to 

the case P   P,. ; if P j P„, the further expansion required points to 

the need to select a larger value of ß  ; likewise, if P < P„, a smaller 

vail'*' "i     u     is required.  A secund more accurate trial value of ß, 

n', may then be derived by computing the exit totPl pressure P. , using 
e 

values found for M , 0(M)g, and (A /A„): 

%  = P°  V^Vl    •       (m) 

Having found P  from this equation, one may next compute (P0/F. ) to 
e , e 

yield the exit Macn number M for nozzle expansion down to atmospheric 
' * * 

pressure.  This value of M also yields (A/A ) , the new value for 

(A /A ), and the corresponding value of ß    is then derived from this 

by multiplying by (A /A„), so that 

ß       -  (A/A*)g(Ac/A2) . (136) 

'.lese calculations are then repeated, usiiig ß    to obtain a second ap- 

proximation for (A /A„), (Aj/A,,), etc.  The calculations implicit in 

Eqs. (133) and (134) are repeated to determine whether the exit static 

pressure then matches the ambient value. 

A question arises concerning the basis tor a first estimate for 

ß,   as it varies widely, ranging in value from a quantity of the order 
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ol unity for high thrusi coefficient designs down to much lower values 

for low thrust designs.  The wisdom of u^ing exit areas larger than 

the combustion chamber is questionable since the gain in thrust on the 

downstream side of the nozzle is offset by the increased frontal drag 

produced by increasing the engine diameter from A„ to A .  Accordingly, 

the assumption of ,u = 1 is a reasonable first approximation. 

Determination of an engine design :o provide maximum thrust is 

in practice more straightforward than that shown in the preceding cal- 

culations since only the maximum value of (S ' t/T~) need be considered. 
a.     f   tQ 

In cases of low burner drag, the engine air flow will be at a maximum, 

corresponding to sonic discharge from the combustion chamber without 

an exit nozzle.  The calculation proceeds from the momentum balance 

across the combustion chamber, starting with VL   - 1, and (S / JT7 )  at 

a maximum; inserting these values into Eq. (135) enables one to deter- 

mine M„. The inlet area ratio is then found from li,, the diffuser 

total pressure efficiency, an<i the weignt flow relationship, Eq. (129). 

Exit a.nd inlet fcrce coefficients may now be computed, and their dif- 

ference is then the desired thrust coefficient. If the combustor drag 

is high, it will be found that substantially as much thrust will be 

obtained using a slightly convergent-divergent exit no7.r,le (A /A- - 

0.94,say) as with an unconstricted combustion chamber— in addition to 

better fuel economy. 

6.2 Typical Results of Engine Optimization Calculations 

The procedure outlined in the preceding section has been carried 

out for some engine design cases of general interest. The approach 

chosen has been to invertigate first the dependence of Mach number on 

thf engine fuel specific impulse. This has then provided a basis for 

the selection of the design flight speed when It was combined with ex- 

perimental test data on the parameter of diffuser efficiency as a func- 

tion of flight Mach number. Other engine performance parameters buch 

as thrust coefficient, burner drag, combustion efficiency, and exit 

nozzle efficiency may be considered fixed since they are not dependent 

on the flight Mach number. The next stage of optimization is then 
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carried out at the selected flight speed and the corresponding availa- 

ble diffus.-r pressure tecovery in order to determine the best con- 

promise between combustion efficiency, burner drag, and exit nozzle 

efficiency.  The study of the compromise between burner drag and exit 

nozzle effit venoy versus combustion efficiency may be carried out most 

simply if one notes that the eifect of combustion efficiency is to 

alter the amount of fuel to be burned—in an Inverse relationship. 

Accordingly, the values of fuel specific impulse calculated for » com- 

bustion efficiency of 100 per cent may be adjusted to any lower com- 

bustion eliiciency by increasing the fuel flow inversely with the de- 

crease in combustion efficiency.  This leads to a new value for the 

fuel specific impulse equal to the product of the fuel specific im- 

pulse for 100 per cent combustion efficiency and the actual combustion 

efficiency, and to a new optimum equivalence ratio equal to the quo- 

tient of the ideal equivalence ratio into the combustion efficiency. 

A relationship between engine geometry and the fuel specific im- 

pulse is shown in Figs. 63, 64, and 65 for flight Mach numbers of 1.50, 

2.25, and 3.50.  (Fi-'-irs 61 is here repeated for convenient reference 

as Fig. 64.) Equivalence ratio is plotted as the abscissa, and there 

is a simultaneous change of inlet area ratio (A./A ) and exit nozzle 

throat size to maintain a constant thrust coefficient.  The maxinuffl or 

.  1200 

04 OS 06 07 
Equivalence Ratio,'.ES.) 

o» ^•«vjo 
C.I0C 

Fig- 63      Effect of Burner Drag and Equivalence Ratio on Fuel 
Specific Impulse, rli . 0.9 
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this curve determines simultaneous 1y the proper inlet and exit areas 

as well as the equivalence ratio for optimum performance.  A set of 

such optimization calculations has been made using suitably selected 

value's of diffuser recovery, and resulting values of optimum fuel spe- 

cific impulse are plotted .igs . ■;. L the Ili^iii »lach number as the abscissa 

in Fig. i>6.     This figure ia not complete without tho insertion of a con- 

sideration of Hie recoveries actually achievable in practical diffuiiers. 

Envelop* Of Currently 
5ÜJ  •;d1 "   '.'olue» 

Freeitreom  Moch Number, mu 

Fig. 66      Effect of Flight Mach Number and Diffuser Efficiency 
on Fuel Specific irr.fAze 

Reference is nn.de to Fig. 67 which shows conservative values for dif- 

fuser efficiency; these are incorporated in Fig. 86 to establish the 

rroper relationship between the optimum fuel specific impulse and the 

flight Mach number. The fuel specific impulses shown in Fij. GS sere 

computed on the basis of an assumed exit nozzle efficiency of 100 per 

cent, a burner drag equul to 6 velocity heads, anil 100 per cent com- 

bustion efficiency. An assumption of 100 per cent nozzle efficiency 

is, of course, somewhat optimistic: the burner drag figure is, however, 

a realistic one.  (The combustion efficiency has no bearing on the 

\\\ 
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Fig. 67      Experimental Diffuser Recovery Ratios 

location of the optimum as long as it can be considered constant.) On 

these assumptions the flight Mach number for optimum fuel specific im- 

pulse will be found to occur at a value of about 2.6.  An analysis 

similar to the above may be performed using the more pessimistic value 

for the exit nozzle efficiency n  of Ü.67 in order to obtain an in~ 'e 
crease of ex:.t nozzle -.i.rust above that available from a sonic nozzle; 

the results of this calculation are presented in Fig. 66.  A comparison 

of Figs. 66 and 68 shows that a loss of exit nozzle efficiency has a 

large detrimental effect on the magnitude of the available fuel spe- 

cific impulse for a given diffuser efficiency and flight Mach number, 

but it does not alter appreciably the flight Mach number at which the 

optimum impulse is obtained. 

The diffuser efficiency strongly affects both tha optimum geome- 

try and the operating equivalence ratio, as shown in Figs. 69 and 70. 

As the djffuser efficiency ialls, the fuel specific impulse is opti- 

mized by reducing the diffuser air flow, as shown in Fig. 69, at the 

expense of greater combustor heat addition (Fig. 70) and increased 
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Fin. 70      Variation of Optimum Equivalence Ratio with Freestream 
Mach Number and Diffuser Efficiency 

combustion losses.  The effect of v    on fuel specific impulse has hnpn 

seen in Figs. 66 and 68.  The burner drag losses have an effect similar 

to that of diffuser pressure losses except that they are related to the 

local combustion chamber inlet Mach number instead of to the freestream 

Mach number.  Figure 71 shows the reduction of optimum fuel specific im- 

pulse with varying burner drag coefficient.  The effect will be observed 

to be large at low flight Mach numbers (1.5 to 2.0) where the diffuser 

exit velocity head is a significant part of the t.ctal pressure loss, 

but at higher flight Mach numbers from 2.25 to 3.40,the diffuser total 
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Fig.  71       Effect of Burner Drag on Fuel Specific Impulse 

pressure losses increase considerably and so swamp the effect of burner 

drag.  As the flight Mach number increases, the burner Mach number di- 

minishes because of the greater density of the captured air, and inter- 

nal drag losses are thereby reduced.  Because of the relationship of 

internal drag losses to the diffuser exit Mach number, there is a marked 

shift of the optimum diffuser Mach number with combustor drag coeffi- 

cient, as shjwn in Fiß. 72.  T.it- over-°Il efficiency in burners of üi^ü 

drag is improved if a lower diffuser Mach number is employed, i.e., the 

distribution of cor.busto. aerodynamic and theracdynamlc losses Is read- 

justed to minimize the sum of these quantities. 

The diffuser exit Mach nu ' r for optimum fu*l specific impulse 

is relatively insensitive to cha> ?s> in diffuser efficiency, exit noz- 

zle efficiency, and thrust coefficient.  This insensltivity arises 

from a self-adjusting feature associated with the diffuser and combus- 

tor geometry,  A reduction of diffuser efficiency, for Instance, calls 
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Fig. 72      Variation of Diffuttr Mack Number 

wi»h Bun« D. ig for    Optimum 

Futl Specific Impuiii 

for a leaser.cd capture area ratio which, through the resultant Increase 

in the ratio of diffuser exit to inlet area, offsets the lower pressure 

recovery and brings the air essentially to a constant Mach num'jer In 

the diffus.:!. Similarly, variations In exit nozzle efficiency and de- 

sign thrust coefficient principally affect the design of the exit noz- 

zle and combustor, together »ith the value of the over-all specific 

impulse.  This variation ol the Impulse with exit nozzle efficiency is 

shown for over-ail nozzle efficiencies of 0.975 and 0.950 in Fig. 73 

for engines of optimized geometry. The ratio of the Impulse loss to 

the loss of exit momentum Is nearly constant wltb flight Mach number, 

but the proportion of the former lotts becomes greater at the lower spe- 

cific Impulses obtained at lower flight speeds. The fuel flow and the 

equivalence ratio increase inversely with the change in fuel specific 

impulse.  Exit nozzle efficiency, as explained earlier, Is a function 

of the divergence angle »nd the exit to throat area ratio.  Subsonic 

and sonic nozzles achieve nearly theoretical values of exit momentum 

because of their relative uniformity of flow and ti*o absence of 'low 

divergence.  Since a supersonic nozzle of fixed length will approach 
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Fig.  73       Effec» of Exi» Noule Efficiency on Optimum Fuel 
Specific Impulse 

the ideal as the area ratio approaches unity, engine design optimiza- 

tion calculations involving such exit nozzles should employ a nozzle 

efficiency varying with the expansion ratio.  A fair approximation to 

this situation was obtained in the calculations for Figs. 66 and 68 

by assn">5no; thai- the incrosts" of exit soscr.tus above the sonic vr.lue 

for the exit stream was a constant fraction of the ideal.  Since the 

pxit momentum is S w 0(M) ., and ;he sonic value Is 8 *., the approxi- 

Kation takes the form 

000 eff 1 + |0(M>ideal - * (137) 

An increase in the value of the design tnrust coefficient leads 

L^> im mill-ease in the combustion temperature and exit nozzle area, and 

a fall In the over-all fuel specific impulse wl'.h only a slight effect 

on the optimum iiffuser exit Mach number which therefore increases 
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propc rt iona! ly at n>'-> rate of about only one-te.ith of that of th« 

tliiu.il (.huntif  The i.'icc! cf increasing/ the thrust coefficient on 

fuel specific impulse and equivalence ral io for thvee different f l.i^.„ • 

Math numbers, i.8, 2. 'S, and 3.5, is shown in Fig. 74; these curves 

cover likely regionb of Lhruat and flight speed operation with llkfcly 

values of diffuser recovery, burner drag, and exit nor.zle efflcic-ncy. 

Similar effects occur at other flight speeds. 
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Fia. 74      Effect of Thrust Coefficient on Fuel Specific Impulse and 
Optimum Equivalence Rotio 

In conclusion, it may *e said that tne most straightforward way 

of arriving at an optimum engine design configuration is first to assign 

probable values to the various component performance parameters for use 

in the indicated calculations. The latter are then repeated using upper 

and lower limit values in the case of components of uncertain perform- 

ance in order to determine the variation of optimum proportions ami 

performance within this possible component variation. By this means, 

one is able to we:gh the net performance gains, tu Us made Dy optimiza- 

tion of one component at the expanse of another. 



APPENDIX 

Tabulation of Mach Number Functions 

The How relationships involving Mach number also involve the 

viilue oi > (which decrea-■-*; with temperature fo any given gas, at 

least up to 5000°F, at a.x pressures except the lowest), but a change 

in y  irom, say, 7/5 to 9/7 produces a change of only a few per cent in 

most Mach number functions at any particular value of the Mach number. 

(The area function (A/A ) is particularly sensitive to a variation in 

y  at the higher values of M however.) The Mach number functions tabu- 

lated below are presented for comparison at thsse two values, since 
2v 

they give simple whole number values for such exponents as -_ i , 

2   y + i 
_ -T> 7,>v - \\   •  etc-• as indicated in Section 2; these values are 

respectively d, 7, and 4 for y - 9/7.  The value 7/5 corresponds to 

air at low temperatures (0-500°F), while y  - 9/7 corresponds to the 

products of combustion of fuel aud air mixtures at more elevated tem- 

perature* (abuut 4000°F). The set of Mach number functions for Y  - 7/5 

may thus be used to describe flow <uto a combustion system, while those 

for y =  9/7 describe flow out of a combustion system. For low heat re- 

leases, howe'r, it may be more appropriate to use the 7/5 value for 

both such streams. 

The functions listed below are intended to be uniform with Refs. 

22 and 23 and tht present text. Oth«>r tabulations may be found in R*f. 

7.i  and in some texts listed in the Bibliography. Quantities are all 

dimensionless unless otherwise stated. Figures A-l through A-17 illus- 

trate the variation witu Mach number of the various functions for 

values of the latter up to 5.  (It has not seemed worthwhile to extend 

the roiat lon«5biri= hoynnd tUs value owing to the naed  to incorporate 

real gas effects at higher Mach numbers.) To avoid confusion with the 

enrvp of (TVTjj, the function (pt/pt)  has been plotted separately. 

Constant specific neat valuss are assumed in the derivations. 
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F'unct ion 
Plotted    Derived 

Unifü in Fig.        In Eg. 

>: -.! M2 A-l 12 
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Isentropic 

pp. A-2 16 

p.p 

1 
v-1 A-3 17 

171'       =    K~     (also across  shock 
wave) 

A-4 13 

f/P 1   + y M2     -     1  +  2q A-5 59 
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FJIIC i Ion Units 
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In Fig.       In Eq. 

Normal   Shock   (Adiabatic) 

2K, 
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A-12 37 

-2 
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£.      Ü 

2y M^ - y +  1 

1   L -l 

A-13 43 

*h 

K*M2 2 K*2 M2 

äyüj -  y +  1 
A-14 

Dlabatic 

1  + y 

1  +  y M2 
A-15, 
A-16 51 

i + y    K " 

777? IF. 
A 

A-15, 
A-16 52 

T 

T 

M"(I + y) 

(i + y *r) 

A-15, 
A-lb OJ 

Tt 2 MZ  X(l_+y) 

't u + y «o 
A-15, 
n-16 54 
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N,,n [)<•■     : .in.  t !■»• 

M   u    '    >') 

i - y M2 
A-15, 
A-16 5Ii 

1   +   v M'    LK   . 
A-17 56 
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